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December 4, 1995 

Dear Art: 

I know you're mulling over the talk/piece. Before you sit down in January, I 
wanted to relay a couple of things. 

First, as I told you briefly at the GA, your talk has had a widening resonance for 
me--and not for me alone. Rachel Cowan, Betharnie and I were talking over the 
(Wexner alum) retreat about how much yoUI talk has become a point of reference 
for all of us. 

Rachel led a session on the writings of Etty Hillesum, whose beautiful quest for 
the living presence of God in the midst of (Dutch, Shoah) honor exemplified the 
kind of seeker you were describing. When the (large and interested) group of 
Wexnerites began to discuss whether she was really a Jewish seeker or a 
"universal" one, I quoted yow- talk about how, for seekers, all rituals, litw-gies and 
metaphors are pathways to the oneness of God, which is at the center. Much talk 
ensued about how uncomfortable we are with such direct talk of God, and how it 
"sounds Christian to us." 

At another point, I found myself quoting your talk about the way people like 
Hillesum (the spiritual elite), were they born today, might not find a place for 
themselves in the Jewish community, and how impoverished we would then be. 
The idea that we are losing such people (people with the kind of souls and 
spiritual power that Etty Hillesum had) made a big impact on people, as a number 
of them came up to me afterwards and over the weekend to thank me for my 
comments (yow- comments!). They were also very interested in the Jewish 
Healing Center, which Rachel had mentioned only obliquely (since she and I were 
among its founders). This is further affirmation of the interest in spirituality even 
among these mainstream attendees. 

All this is to confirm that there was something very important at the heart of what 
you were addressing that night. 

I also took notes on the GA talk you gave and wanted to offer back to you what 
had seemed striking to me. You may or may not want to include what follows in 
your January work, but because I thought the GA talk was, at times, an 
elaboration of your earlier one, I wanted to be sw-e to pass these along. 



--I liked your saying of spirituality: "There are just a few things to learn--but it's 
very hard to learn them." You spoke about the need not only to learn ·our tradition 
and to preserve it, but also to "open our hearts." 

--I liked the way you addressed the question: What is Jewish spirituality--and 
what isn't it? 

--I also liked the distinction you drew between Jewish spirituality and Jewish 
continuity--that they overlap but are not identical. 

--You again alluded to what you had spoken of at CIJE: What is needed in the 
future that does not currently exist? (Kabbalat Shabbat silent services, etc.) Such 
ideas help concretize for people the possible place of seekers in a more expansive 
life of community. 

--I was very struck by your phrase about "trusting history" [to take care of what 
might end up being an aberration]. 

--By the way, your statement that "the majority of non-Asian Buddhists in North 
America are Jews" is particularly potent in delineating this issue. 

--Last, your saying that we have much to learn from other traditions, and that 
Judaism has important answers but no monopoly on answers, is also illuminating. 

In other words, I think you are making a real contribution in describing for people 
what animates genuine, serious seekers and why being a Jewish seeker is not quite 
the same thing as being Jewishly literate. 

I don't know what timetable works for you. Ideally, I would like to mail your 
printed essay with the invitation to attendees of the next board seminar, and to an 
expanded network of readers across the country. To do so, the piece would have 
to be in published form by the end of March. Counting back from then, I would 
need your fnished work as close to mid-January as possible. That may not be 
feasible for you--and that, of course, is the only factor that really counts. 

Please let me know what you think is realistic. 

With warm regards to Kathy. 
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Art Green 
324 Ward St. 
Newton Center, MA 02159 

Dear Art: 

•c1 

Here is your piece, with modest editorial suggesti,ms. 

E
Council 
for 
Jnitiatives 
in 
Jew,sh 
Education 

Technical: I have left your Hebrew transliterations as they are, d though my 
impulse was to change them because they are too academic fo~-:his audience 
(i.e. , "kawannah"]. But then I decided that perhaps we should retain some 
trappings of t~e academy. 

Another technical note: I don't know if the Hebrew words will transmit on the 
disc you prqx:re for the designer. Please call her (her number is on 1:tie 
following page) to ask her about it. 

A couple of comments too long for the margins: As you' ll see on the pages, I 
am concemec B.bout the number of times you evoke "the wisdom of the 
ancients," ·wt1ici1 is a very vague phrase. [ feel that you are canying yom 
scholarship a li.~de too lightly here. What precisely do you rn.eau when yr: u say 
this? The scholarly audience will find this too much like "Judaism says ... ," or 
'\.:1e Rabbis beiieved ... ," I suspect; and the lay audience won-t know what 
you're thinkir.; about. 

Similarly, ~·m wary of sentences like the following two: "Perha,Js not since 
the terribJ.e plague years of the Middle Ages has life seemed .:tui~e so 
precarious" 1:p. 3]. You may have arrived at this conclusion after a gemiine 
immersion i1'. the history of the world, but it seems overly broad. , dso: "As 
mature and Dphisticated as we Westerners become in our faith ... " 1:µ.22]. 
When I look around, I can' t say that people are so mature and sophisticated in 
their faith thcSe days. They are probably thinking less about thei-r faith now 
than at any ti ne since the beginning of the Enlightenrnent--un.le$S they ' re 
fundamentalists, who are certainly not mature and sophisticated. 

One of the tensions I want to retain is the one between your enormous body of 
knowledge/rigorous mind--and your "on the edge" thinking. l don' t want the 
essay to seem <'lite" on the first, because it ends up paradoxically rndermining 
the force of the .:;econd. (For this rea~<m, although the essay is very different 
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and more dependent on sources, I asked Jonathan Sama to include all his 
footnotes and references--although he was not initially inclined to do so for a 
general audience.) 

Perhaps you can read the essay through one last time with this point in mind. 

When you've reviewed my suggestions and made the changes you wish, 
'?lease send thP- piece, a disc, and an annotation about what program you t ;.=;~ 

directly to the: designer: 

Liz Sheehan 
27 W. 24 St/Room 801 
New York, NY~ 0010 

Her phone is 2i.2-6?.7-4490. Please cal1 o.er the day before so that she can look 
out for it. If you can get it to her in the week of July 8, that would be optimal. 

 

I will be back on July 3 1 , at which time ..he designed pages will be waiting. I 
will review tli-::m doubly carefully, becau.se you and I have not been able to 
speak in person; then 1' 11 send you my aunotated copy for your review. We 
cua still make minor changes if we n.~ed to at that time. Also, if you have any 
questions, we can address them together. 

Please let me know by mail where yr.,u'll be in the first 10 days of August. I 
would like the piece to be published by Labor Day and want to ue sure it has 
received the care and time it warrants. Also, please include a one-paragraph 
bio as you would want to be identified at the back. (I have enclosed a copy of 
the Sarna piece tc.· remind you of our design; yours will be the second in the 
series.) 

Have a good foly--and thank you again for reworking this so beautifully. 

Nessa 



RESTORING THE ALEPH: 

JUDAISM FOR THE CONTEMPORARY SEEKER 

Arthur Green 
/::::_, - ; J~., t1 r; 'J-c1 :._f'~ , .. ue ri ·:- .: 'l' C. 
'---} 

The Zohar, the greatest work of Jewish mysticism, is de~ply 

concerned with the nature of exile and the exilic situation in which God. the 

cosmos. and the Jew all find themselves. In one of his more profo und r- . 
comments on this situati~J.e thirteerr~ntury author suggests2 that the 

divine name that accomp~d Israel into exile was itself a broken one. The 

Zohar knew and accepted the ancient tradition that ·'wherever Israel is 

exiled, the divine Presence is exiled with thenf.5rhe name that 
. ..__,, 

accompanied them was il,il~, 'EHYEH, God 's "I am" or " I shall be." The 

name, however, was brokeni aleph of 'EHYEH remained above in the 

heavensi."while the three letters HYH joined themselves to Israel. But in this 
-- ',J 
configuration of the verb "to b~ the aleph is the indicator of the future· tense. 

Its degarture means that Israel in exile loses hope. becoming detached from a 

sense of its own future. All that remains is HYH. that which "was," the 

lZohar Hadash 38a. 
2Based on the text of Ezek. l :3. 

I 
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memory of past glory, past intimacy with the Holy One, the cosmic Aleph. 

Exile becomes truly serious when it causes us to lose hope. 

Why should ~eel hopeless as we think about the future of Jewish 
. n ' 

life in the new milGenium before us? We have come through this most 
\Jyl 

unspeakably complicated century of Jewish history a strong, proud, and free 

people. For the first time in nearly two thousand years we can say that Jews 

are no longer oppressed by any regime for the crime of being Jewish. 

" Popular antw emitism still exists, but not on a scale to constitute a significant 

threat. Israel is li ving through an era of prosperity and is looking forward to 

a time of real peace, even as terrible costs in human life are being paid along 

the way. Jews in North America have achieved levels of material success 

and acceptance by the established powers of this society that go beyond the 

immigrant generation's wildest dreams. Even the final taboo against 
' 

mingling with Jews, that of accepting them into the family circle,.is breaking 

down. Surveys show that few Christian families, especially those of older 

American Pr?testant stock, any longer objec~to their children marrying 

Jews. 

Ah, but there ' s the rub. Intermarriage, it turns out, was not quite what 

we had in mind. We sought full acceptance in Americ~at meant elite 

schools, executive positions in old companies, moving into the "right" 

suburbs, even joining the country club. But somehow we naively thought it --would stop there. Jewish boys would take Jewish girls to the country club 
\ 

dance, or at least would come home to marry Jewish..,.women after a few 

"flings" on the other side. Now we discover that there are no .. sides'' any 

more. Young Jews growing up in this country after 1970 are alr;nost fully r \ /- W n I (.,fl /} a( 

integrated into American white uppe~ and mid~l7' class society, ~ith 

oofrare exceptio&braces them with open a~s. 

2 
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~ .,- ;:,\r( 'J'/ )(1 . 

pr ?JJ ;, ' 

~~l(j ~,: 

-- · 

For the vast majority of American Jews under forty~ is the fourth 

generation since immigration. These are Jewish kids, or nal~p r quarter-
'-...:,, r, 

Jewish kids, whose grandparents were born mostly in urban east7~oast 
-

American cities. Few of them live in those cities any more, and a great 

many are scattered to other parts of the continent altogether. To these Jews 

the "old country" is Brooklyn, Philadelphia, or Baltimore. Their 

grandparents' tales of childhood are as likely to be about baseball games as 

they are about pickles or herring from the barrel. Jewish knowledge is rare 

in that second generation; most were too busy Americanizing to care much 

about the bits of Jewish lore or practice their parents had dragged with them 

from across the sea. The fourth generation has no direct tie to the world of 

East European Jewish life and its spiritual and cultural riches . . All that 

,~ belongs to history. The natural ties to~ReHldi~he '.hyth':Jf 

\ the Jewish year, the inflections of Jewish speech, even the humor,--aH-ef" 
. I 

\ 
1 

which we Jews over fifty (including the important group of children of 
}1 

Holocaust survi vors, whose memories are still more vivid) remember so wellj( 

are no longer a part of this younger generation ·s psyche. 

From the rwenties through the sixties, Jews were among the great 

proponents of melting-pot ideology. Here we were, part of a new nation 

being forged in America. Forget the old hatred and divisions of Europe! 

Those were code words for us; we hoped they \vould mea.Fl;,:Leave anti-
)_ _ C2) . 

semitism behin Who wants to visit Europe?'~ an immigrant uncJe of 

,,, mine used to pr 1m. as the first relatives ventured forth as tourists in the 

fifties. ··we ran away from there~ere we would help to create something 

better, fairer, less hateful, more humane. Ethnic divisions would recede with 

the passage of time. Even racial divisions, we thought somewhat naively, 

would eventually fall away like so many relics of backwoods prejudice. 

3 
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--r 
In the late 1960"s the pendulum began to swing the other way. 

I..._, 

Ethnicity was rediscovered by America, thanks significantly to the "black is 

beautiful!" cry that came forth from African-Americans toward the end of 

the'~ghts generation. Distinctiveness and pride in origins took the 

pla~Il integration as the final goal. Latinos were just beginning to 

become articulate as a minority, and tb~ learly wanted to hold on to 

some of their old ways, including lang~ut if black and Latino were 

beautiful , so were Italian, Polish, Armenian, and all the rest, including 
,,,......_ 

Jewish. For us tfiis era in American cultural history coincided with the 
I)' 

shock-therapy-i-n'Jewish awareness offered by the Six-Day War, leading to a 

major renewal of Jewish life over the course of the succeeding two decades. 

This renewal was heralded by the growth of the Jewish counter

culture, best known through the Havurah movement and the Jewish 

Catalogues. But it includes such mainstream phenomena. a~growth of 
( [ pro Q( .:nu 

day school educatioif}the development of Jewis1:_r,tudies~(Jeges and 

universitie()a great array of books, ranging from fiction to scholarshi@ 

magazines such as Moment and Tikkuff)and much more. It includes the new 

pride (and sometimes militancy) of Orthodoxy and the inclusion of Orthodox 

concerns on the general Jewish agenda. It is represented in a significant shift 

in both style and priorities within the organized community, from the greater 

funding of Jewish education to the observance of kashrut and shabbat at - -
public communal functions . ., 

--· 

c... 
'--
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'---' 
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Then came the nineties, opening with t;1e devastating news of the 
/',-11T.S'1.:h 01,- , .,,,.. 

k;s),,vr- ,r 

National Jewish Population Survey. Was the whole Jewish renewal 

movement, in all its phases, both too little and too late? Such qualitative 

observers as Charles Silberman and Leonard Fein, celebrators of the spirit of 

renewal, were now swept aside by dour figures -don 't-lie predictions based 

4 
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on the ever-increasing rates of intermarriage, the surprisingly low rate of 
,--:-, 

conversions to Judaism, and the high droei_out rate of Jews themselves. The 
~ 

fear begins to mount that Jewish counte45u1ture types are our version of 

aging hippies, that the "new" and suppose~namic Judaism of the 

havurot and minyanim is in fact serving ~all closed group of rabbis ' 
~ 

kids and al~Jewish summer camp~ and that ~_ven a day-school 
V1C',vc. i ;s .:=c 

education_is
1
far! rom innoculation against intermarria~s we raise a 

generation that lives in a very nearly unboundei~wardly mobile and 

educated whites, which happens to include most Jew{J;fi..en soci~....,..,.-, 

That is why we are afraid. We see a decline in numbers, in loyalty, in 

knowled~e. Those of us raised in this tradition were tau£ht to value one 

mitsvah ~ver all others: T 'J.::I. ½ DJlJJ Wl" ~ac:h them to y:ur children." 

Even among Jews where there wa7'in fac~a~ r little left to pass on, the 
/ ~ ' 

transmission of heritage, especially in the years follmving the Holocaust, was the -~· 
greatest imperative of Jewish life. We were raised1e:v:er-1to see ourselves as a link 

\__,., 

betvveen our parents and our children, our grandparents and our grandchildren, 

passing a legacy from each generation to the next. In Jewish families all over this 

country there is a feeling that the chain is being broken. \,Ve stand dumbfounded 

as we see whole limbs falling off the tree, the end of Judaisill(Jor Jewish 

awareness in branches of our own families. 

If Judaism is going to survive in this country it will do so because it meets 

the needs of ne,"' generations of entirely Ame~an Jews, including Jews who 
·o \ , 

have some non-Jewish relatives and ancestai-s'-f;}heir family trees. Rail as one 

may against this utilitarian/psychological approach ("They should be serving 

God -- or standing loyal to tradition -- rather than having their 'needs' met..."), 

those who work in any form of outreach to younger Jews know it to be true. 

These needs are partly social and communitarian, the need for small community 
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and intimacy in the face of mass societijartly familial and recreational, the need 6 
for "safe" day-care for toddlers and high-quality squash and tennis courts for 

upper-middle class Jews and their friends. But above all the need Judaism can 

answer is the spiritual one, a dimension of life that continues to have great and 

perhaps even increasing significance in ~erican life. 

The term "spirituality" is one witnwhich most Jewish thinkers, including 

rabbis, were quite uncomfortable only a decade ago. Imported into English from 

the French chiefly by Roman Catholics, it seemed to Jews to evoke monastic life, 

otherworldliness, and the awesome silences of vast, dark cathedral5*"all so alien 

to the values and experiences of children of East European Jews. Increa~0. it I n. ? 
has come to be associated with Eastern forms of meditation and the tremedous 

·. /\ . 

influence they have had on Americans over the course of recent decad~ese 
'-./ 

associations with "spirituality" were strange and alien even to rabbis, the 

communal activitists and "doers" standing at the helm of Jewish orgapizational 

life saw them as dangerously solipsistic, a self-absorbed tum inward that would 

lead to fragmentation rather than to greater communal strength. In factthe only 
/J' l 

Je,.-vish group ·that was well-poised to deal with the needs of many Je~ n this 
~ +he Lv1:.v1ch 

era was' HaBaI.J. For the~pirituality" translated precisely into rukhniyes 

(ruhanivvut),3 a well-known term in Hasidic parlance, and precisely that which 

Hasidism had to offer. This Jewish version of ?Pirituality meant a life devoted to 

avoides (' avodat) ha-shem, the service of God, but marked by an inward -intensity (kavone; kaWW'tlnah) leading to attachment to God (dvevkes; devequt) 
\ 

and ultimately to the negation (bitel; ~jttul) of all else. Of cour(j)pr the 

~~~ for any hasid--ili.is avoide was to be carried out through the usual 
~ I (Z) 

31 render the terms here both in the Yiddish colloquial of Hasidic speech and in the more "proper" 
Sephardic and accepted scholarly versions. 
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Jewish means of Torah and mitsvot, including full commitment to the halakhic 

way of life. 

Hasidism, in other words, comprises a Jewish version of the "spirituality" 

that so many in America are seeking. It does so, however, in a way that insists 

upon uncompromised acceptance of traditional norms, a way of life attractive to 

a few but probably impossibly alienating to most young American ~1in the 

twenty-first century. It is hard to believe that we are to build the Jrwr ture by 

a return to the life patterns (including role of women? style of lea~ "p? 

norms of dress?) belonging to the eighteenth or early nineteenth century. This 

"Amish" pattern for Jewish survival is the way of a few hardy souls who join the 

core of those raised vvithin it, but it offers little attraction for the many. 

But let us return to "spirituality." Now that we have found a Jewish 

language for it, let us examine more closely what it means and why it has so 
,/f , 

much become the cry of our age. Spirituality is a view of relig~i\l that sees its CJ \'--3 
primary task as cultivating and nourisrung the human soul or spirit. Each 

person, according to this view, has an inner life that he or she may choose to 

develop; this "inwardness" (penimivvut in Hebrew) goes deeper than the usual 

object of psychological investigation and cannot fairly be explaineg...i.n:f_reudian 
~ r.-. rfe.;ic.hrn1} 

or other~ological terms. Ultimately it is "tran&ersonal," 
1
,1tet~hmg deeply 

into the self but then extending through an invy-ard reach beyond the individual 

and linking him/her to all other selves (to all other Jews, the hasidim would say) 

and to the single Spirit or Self of the universe we call God. God is experientially 

accessible through the cultivation of this inner life, and awareness '(da'at) of t!J.at 

access is a primary value of religion. External forms, important as they are, serve 

as instruments for the development, disciplining, and fine tuning of this 

awareness. 

7 
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Suclr1s~e shared theology of vast numbers of seekers in our era. 
1 .. 1 . .1}/ 

Though pu'~e quest through a great variety of symbols and traditions, 

w~re joined by a series of shared sensitivities that transcend the differences 
,.__./ 

- ,~- -re., --
• ' 1 L . between our various systems of expression. We understand "being \Jrv , n ~ · ~ 
1 

Y<t'v (Je rL \ eligious" not primarily as commitment to particular symbols or even as faith 
f1 1 th, scch:r.r'~ \ 

- J ~ _; J,;!..·e : jn a specific set of principles, but as openness to a deep well of inner 

'.,,, ________ ,,./ experience. This includes experiences in nature, in solitude, those induced 

by meditation and silence, or some quite spontaneous. Moments like these 

off er us insight into the wholeness of being, expressed by Hasidic tradition 

as the realization that "the whole earth is fi lled with His glory" or "there is 

no place devoid of Him," but by Hindu and Buddhist philosophy without ,/F.',. 
reference to God as "that which is, is-." ' It is the truth of such moments. \....:!J . . 
translated into teachings through one language or another, that nourishes our 

':.: J('CYO'S . 

live~.' at gives us the strength to go forward. It is the love for and uni ty 

with all creation in such moments (wheth~se are moments experienced, 
( . )e 'i 

imagined, or merely striven for) that under~dur ethical and moral li ves and 

tell us how t~ li{eg ether our spirituality is Jewish or Christian, Buddhist 

e, you will probably hear us talking about living in 

nature, and seeking to shape a human society that appreciates more and 

destroys/consumes less of nature 's bounty, or of God' s gifts. There is 

beginning to emerge a shared spiritual language of this age, one that 
\ 

transcends the borders o(,the traditions in which we live and where we may 

hav~ our original impetus toward the spiri tual life. 

6 
e 

?fo Q dh·; / \ 
· JA~/ share a sense that the world urgently needs this new spirituality;\ we E 

~ -- ~A 
___)2-..-aoo are as committed to it as we are to our individual traditions. Living in an (j 

age of ecological crisis, we understand that nothing is more important for 
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humanity than a share~anguage, reaching across the borders of 
~ 

traditions, that will make us more sensitive to the natural and physical world 

in which we Ii~ hich is itself the domain of the sacred. In the coming 

centut~all the religions will have to be drawn upon to create such a 

IanguWe in order to make for frransf o~ g{human cl~&iousness 
i ·~ 

seeded'for the very survival of our world. 

This "new" universal spirituality of the late twentieth century is most 

h , comrnonlr, ightly dressed · Indian or Tibetan garb ~d thus accompanied by 

rrcp . . ) 6 

II C w ) Y 1 f. . . \ k d . ch f /1. al . t . . y61J phr,r. e m remcarnation, arma, an vanous arts o ~ tu energies ors ages m 

/ if •J _ :,;,',c;, / the process of enJight~ment. Western element~,to~~, of ·J 
drcf1cJ/ '1ih, :1.,, ; ~ __ -.-lr-:;· --- ----

:'-, .:" ,c po+,'' ; this ever-changing ~piri~ ste~ .-nte commonality of theological and ultimately 

'
5
'~ 

1
; '(j <!"' experiential sub-structure ahoss religious and cultural lines also makes it 

(Cf"O l ·!~ vSJ J\ J ._ 
-h deJoJ .1!-c , J possible for some seekeis"1~nd not only those to be d ismissed as "flighty" or 
~ y ' 

unstable) either to turn from one tradition to another in the course of a lifelong 

~ i 
I .;.J 

fr6Y C. 111 rJ 

{) f'f .'JC •.1p 
-\ ; JJrru 
Ji'1y C, -,, ,rljlr-

~t- t ~c -h p 
1i+ o.f" 1 " l 

quest or to combine elements that seem (at least to the outsider) to originate in 

entire different and even contradictory social and historical contexts. 

[over the course of some thirty years as a Jew committed to my 
-own form of religious quest within JudaismJ I have met many Jews 

who have chosen or needed to explore their spiritual lives through a variety 

of non-Jewish, mostly Easter@piritual paths. Among them I have come 

upon some remarkably profound, honest, and open seekers. I urge us to see 
e - . 

such seekers not as '"apostates" or as rejectf rs of Judaism, nor as the duped 
\ 

victims of "cults':,(the-ugh such do exist; they come in Eastem,,,Christian, 
,ve;s'uf\J ~ 

and even Jewisn gtl_!'.:9), but as ,continuers of at least one aspect of our 

--------------people' s most ancient way(}Amonlg the spiritually wandering Jews I have 

met over these three decades are faithful children of Abraham, doing for 

themselves what we are taught our irst ancestor did. They have rejected the 
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superficial idolatries of their own time and place (those of Washington, 

Hollywood, and Madison Avenue; even those of complacent, semi

assimilationist suburban Judaism, rather than those of Ashur and Ur) and 

have gone off to the desert, seeking in it the secret places that flow with milk 

and honey. Though the terrain they explore may be alien and sometimes 

even obj~ to us, their need to do so and the growth that takes place ·-over the course of such exploration should be -fafnil'iar-and-:comforti~to us 
Ii \I( ' ,.,,,----_ 

as Jews. Ul'C. f'flO(C .JC. i - ~,(c vfl h" / Ptrfl.YJ ...,d r~/(' ,J/c 7 
t\ ( Ou11if.l. bi:; , ,, _Mr:~:m - JJ lN . . ) ~ - _.:/ J \ ~, 

In the generations born or raised smce the end of the second world 
~ - j -

r; ar, religious quest has been prominent among Americarrs-?n' a wa;·it had 

Yo~ been earlier. This is true among Jews in somewhat higher numbers, but 

it is true of general culture as well. Such serious students of American 

cultural norms as Peter Berger, Robert Bellah, and Martin Marty h,ave tried 

to document and explain this phenomenon. The attraction of Americans to 

serious religion in recent years runs the whole gamut, from fundamentali st 

and evangelical Christianity to the quasi-Eastern~ from charismatic 

Catholicism ~nd~Judaism to the:gew~ge and experimental in all (and 
~ =-- =-

no) traditions. Among Jews it includes 15a'aiey teshuvah, those who have 

~ 
J,J(::.· -

- ·c:. . 

found their way into a more intense and spiritual. but also more observant), 

Jewish lif~) md the much larger group who have turned elsewhere for their 

spiritual satisfaction, sometimes to Christianity and a neo-Sufi version of 

[_ex+n sp)<c~ 

--
Isla~, but primarily to ~astern religions. Generationallij~his gr~up runs 

from Allen Gins-berg and Baba Ram Dass (a.k.a. Richar'<rAipert). now in 
~ ~ 0 

their mid-6Q}, who came of age in the 19~ to students currently on 

campus and living near campus in such centers as Berkeley and Santa Cruz, 

California, Cambridge and Northampton, Massachusetts, and several points 

in between. 
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Why has this generation turned so much to seeking? Som~ it J 
fr, e. \ ~ 

has to do with being the first to grow up in the aftermath of both~HoDocaust 

and Hiroshima. Life in the nuclear shadow has given us an insecurity 

paralleled in few earlier generations. ~ erhaps not since the terrible plague 

years of the Middle Ages has life seemed quite so precarious.7 Pictures of 
--

mass burial pits and endless bodies again inhabit our imagination. The 

notion that at any time some lunatic (for a while he was even named "Dr. 

Strangelove!") might come along and "push the button" has forced us to 

reach somewhere for ultimate meaning. We need something that will 

enable us to go forward, to bring children into the world and work to 

improve human li~~~n if this does turn out to be one of its last 

generations~ The shift over the past decade from nuclear war to ecological 

disaster as the focus of our fears ef life'£ destructiorihas not essentially 
' 

changed this si tuation. 

~ second motivating factor in the search for meaning among Jews is 

surely hl gh level of material success that many Jews have attained over the 
" A__) ~ . 

course of these four generations. As members of the financially highest-

achieving ethnic or religious group (on a per capita basis) in this society. we 

are brought face-to-face with questions of values and priori ties. "Is this all 
~ 

there is?" we find ourselves asking. Wealth, achievement, and glfYflliJI do 

not in themselves bring happiness or fulfillment, as a significant portion of --
our newly active Jewish leadership has found. They also do not protect us 

ih;;r- r~ ur - r0 ,J-J1 re , y 
from the personal crise~ i-~ spiritual meaning nwst needed. Wealthy 

and powerful Jews sti ll face death, infirmity, divorce, alienation between 

parents and children, even the ennui and emptiness that ensue when you 

seem to run out of deals to make, resorts to visit, entertainments to enjoy, 

obstacles to conquer. Life has to have some greater meaning, some value 

11 
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beyond that of our own seemingly endless, and ultimately somehow trivial, 

achievements. ~ 
:c('.kr~1 

Where do wellifnfor such an ultimate value? Prior generations might 
A 

have had an easier time believing in a God who had ultimate power over His 

creation, and was thus the source or guarantor of absolute values. But that 

sort of religion is hard for us. Will we trust a Deity who did not prevent the 

/ h2,locaust ( or slaughter in Rwanda, starvation in Ethiopia, or the AIDS 

~ idemic) to rg_enter history and save us from destruction at our own hand? 

Conventional Western-type faith in an all-powerful Creator God seems 

difficult unless it is explained in a highly sophisticated -- and somehow 

compromised -- fashion. No wonder that it is rejected by large numbers of 

seekers, including many Jew~n the other hand, the well-known Western 

alternative to rel igious faith seems even more discredited. Our trust in 

humanity, and especially in the modern pseudo-religion of scientific 

progress and the conquest of evil through systematic human knowledge, is 

severely tested in the late twentieth century. Our memories include Nazi 

scientists in the land of reason and morality, emerging in the century after 

the Categorical Imperative and Absolute Spirit. It is hard, even fifty years 

later, to believe in the "progress" wrought by modernity and its 

achievements. Added to these are the economics and politics that 

complicate and often corrupt the "pure" advance of scientific thinking. We --
are happy to support scientific advance, to be sure, especially insofar as it 

allevi~es suffering and contributes to the world ·s survival. But we cannot 

turn to it as an ultimate source of values. 

..._. 

Today 's seeker is one who takes the accomplishments of scie:mce for 

granted; the old battles between the religious and scientific world(views on (1 wo1 ds) 

life 's origins read to us like ancient history. But we also understand that we 
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need not look to the scientific community as our provider of meaning. Often 

we try to push scjence by integrating into it the wisdom of the ancients, 
. ..________,____ .--

whether in accepting traditional Chinese and homeopathic medicine or in 

talk of rungs of consciousness that may preserve memories· of countless past 

lives and generations,\rnuch like the rungs of the tree of, more to the point, 

molecules of DNA preserve genetic "memory.'· ! 

There has been a sense throughout this period that humanity ne~~to 
~ ' --A 

be rescued by a deeper truth, by some more ancient wisdom~· Over the 
- ---------· 

course of these past several decades,, that has mostly been /the wisdom of the -East, in various Indian, Japanese, a~most prominently in recent years, 
) I 

Tib~ n forms. The insecurity of the-West about its own achievement, 

incl uirug the basis of its -ow:ri moral life, makes us more open (and not for the 
A -/ 

fir;hime) to learning from other civilizations. The heart of this Eastern 
' 

teaching is a profound non-dualism, an acceptance of all that is, and a 

timelessness created by meditative silence that allows one to transcend daily 

worries great and small. When seen anew from the heights of this 

compassiona~e yet detached me-~ mindset. life regains the value it had 

lost in the battle-scarred decades of violence and degradation through which 

all of us have lived. 

We far fewer seekers who have made Judaism the path of our quest 
-~ 

find some similar and some different fo~ulations. 't:eJ~~?ok toward the 

contemplative and inward portions of our tradition: "Je'wiSh Meditation," 
\ I ~ 

reconstructed from many fragments of nearly jost practices;_has evinced great 
( IJ' ' ....___ 

interest in recent years.4 The theological language to whictt'we are attracted 

4t would be interesting to make a study of "Jewish meditation" as a ~mwth industry over the course of the 
past twenty years. The bibliography iniMark Vennan 'st would be a g~xxl place to start. Such a study would 
be an object lesson in the interpenelratingTrilluence of O~odox Kabbalists (Aryeh Kaplan). critical 
Judaica scholars (Moshe Id~d ·- teachers (ZalmatJ Scha(;hlcr). all in the shado\\' of the growth of 
Eastern meditational practi~ the West uring this period.\ 
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is largely that of the mystical tradition, though few would find it accurate to 

designate ourselves as "Kabbalists" in a literal sense. It is the abstract notion 

of Deity, combined with the richness of metaphor and symbol, that makes 
i\ 

the Kabbalah attractive. The highly simplified mystical language of the 

early Hasidic sources, one that speaks of fullness and emptiness, of the ever

elusive God beyond and the spirit of Godliness that fills all existence, seems 

especially well-suited to the contemporary need. Most have found that 

' ..;.) . 
/,, r-:: 

_,,......._ 
• I . , 

regular patterns of observance, especially the rhythms of ~habbat and 

weekday and life according to the sacred calendar, offer unfathomable 

spiritual rewards. This includes those who have "gone all the way" and 

joined Hasidic or other ul tra-Orthodox communities and others who have 

sought less rigid structure, often gravitating toward Reconstructionist or 

"Jewish Renewal" circles. At their best, the latter have sought to create a 

! J l , 
'---" 

. 
"maximalisC version of liberal Judaism, as intense as Orthodoxy. in its 

deman/s16ut more universalistic in perspectiyiJemphasizing a renewed 
\.J J ~ r 

prophetic commitment and a ~ense of Judaism~emand for justice and care 

for the downtrodden as key portions of that maximalist agenda. Whether 

such a "musculal' and demanding liberal Judaism can take hold is a key 

question in thinking about our collective future. 

The serious seeker, today as al ways , is open to taking on spiritual 

disciplines, even of the most rigorous kind. We are not talking about an easy 

push-a-button or drop-a-pill experience-craving pseudo-spiritualitv. one that 

/ seeks onlv "highs" and takes no resoonsibility for the deep vallevs that lie 

between the peak experiences . .s All the traditions recognize that discipline 

5 The emphasis here is an address to ~,-era! friends. thinke~ writers who are my seniors by a eJ 
generation, who continue lo attack the reco,·ery of spiritual life11ui:.Judaism in the most distorting terms. Let 
me make it quite clear to~ that neither I nor any responsible voice I know is advocating I) the Q 
abandonment of commitmenrl; social j ustice: 2) a drug-like euphoria in which we lose any sense of 
borders and therefore the abili ; to distinguish right from wrong; 3) entering closed ha\'Urah-cloisters where 
we will ignore the rest of the J wish community and leave it LO its sorry fate. 

\~ . 
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and regularity of practice are essential building-blocks of the spiritual life. 

Their routine and the very ordinariness of doing them day after day, even 

when they seem empty, provide the counterpoint to the spiritual 

mountaintops of great insight that appear occasionally in their midst. But the 

diciplines ~ k, whether old or new, are those that seem helpful to us, 

those that~ us the tools and framework within which to engage in the E 
task of spiritual growth and self-development that each of must ultimately 

face alone. When a practice is just there because it is traditional, done that 

way just because it always has been, today's seeker may be expected to 

question. Turn as we do to ancient paths of wisdo"m) we inevitably remain 

late twentieth-century Americans, for better and for worse: practi~ 

somewhat impatient, wanting a hand in shaping things. not conteri-tLv ~ E 
I C . accept them and pass them on. We are open to hard workfJbut fo: our '---" 

efforts we expect to get results. 

A number of years ago my family and I were living in Berkeley, 
Nc'A Aae ./ 

California. ~round the corner from us was, of course. a spiritual or ~w-age-

bookstore. The front of the store was decorated ,vi th a huge sign, in inverted 

pyramid form. The top line read, in~ block letterf:SCIENTOLOGY 
! S'"' V 

DOESN'T WORK. Beneath that, ~iy smal ler letters, it saict) 

INTEGRAL YOGA DOESN'T WORK. Then) again slightly smalle(J 

CHRISTIANITY DOESN'T WORK. After going through six or seven more -
would-be spiritual paths the sign concluded, again in large letters: YOU 

I 

WORK. Seeing this sign reminded.ATie of a definition of Hasidism that 

Abraham Joshua Hesche1 had passed on in the name of the Kotsker rebbe. 

When asked what Hasidism was all about, Rabbi Mendel of Kotsk replied: 

'·Arbetn oif zikh !a -- "to work on yourself.!' 
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Being a seeker means understanding that there is work to do. In the 

first instance this is spiritual work, and that means the transformation of the 

self, opening oneself to become a channel through which divine light shines 

or cosmic energy flows. This means a training of the mind in the twin tasks 

of awareness and responsiveness. Awareness, da·at in the Hasidic sources, 

means a knowing and constaJ)J remembering that all things and moments 
/ r- l 

contain the Presence, that ~yhing can lead us back to the one. It is 

intellectual, to be sure, but an act of mind colored with all the eras of the 

first Biblical meaning of "to know," as the Hasidic sources not infrequently 

remind us. Responsiveness is that state cultivated over years of inward 

prayer or meditation, where the heart is always half open, ever ready to 

respond to the lightest knock by the Beloved on its gate. 

The seeker in these generations has also inevitably to deal with the 
' 

question of the relationship between personal and societal transformation. 

Each of us feels cha11enged by the social ills that still surround us: poverty, 

racism, injustice, the destruction of the planet. Few would say these 

matters are of no concern. Even the Eastern religions, often stereotyped in 

the West as totally unconcerned with alleviating the sufferings of this world 

on the material plane, when imported and reshaped by@ stemers begin to 

take on a measure of worldly and practical responsiblity. All of us who 

seek, no matter how specific our symbol system or spiritual language, are 

universalist in our concern for humanity and its earthly hom@rhe question -

for us is often one of priorities and faith in our own capabilities to effect 
\ 

change. Should I spend my time in demonstrations or political party work to 

change the opinions of others, or should I work first to make sure my own 

inner garden is free of weeds? Given the shortness of my life and the limits 

of my strength, where should I put my energies? These questions are 
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unresolved for many a contemporary seeker; most of us tend to ~liffh(back 

and forth among priorities as our lives go on and as specific demands present 

themselves. 

We also very much seek religious community. The Ione work each of 

us has to do cannot thrive without the support and understanding of others. 

But the communitie~ need have to be made up of those who understand 

and share our searc;~he American synagogue, even at its best, seldom had 

that character in the previous generation. It was too concerned with 

propriety, respectability, and public image to be very welcoming to those 

~Jews who were seeking on the spiri tual plane. That is beginning to 

change in some places as a new generation of rabbis and synagogue leaders 

are discovering the seeker in one another. Many synagogues have been 

quietly remade in recent years into warm and supportive communi,ties that in 

havurah-Iike fashion serve as extended family to their members. The next 

step for communities like these is to seek out the seekers and make room for 

them, working with them to create a shared language of personal religious 
. /"'-

expression. (:f 
Judaism is not an easy path for the contemporary seeker, even if it 

happens to be his or her ancestral tradition. The reasons for this are 

manifold and the mix varies from person to person. but it behooves us to 

examine a few of the serious stumbling blocks that lie in our way as we think --
about educating for a Jewish future with the potential spiritual seeker in 

mind.~ / ...___..... 

First are the external difficulties. Judaism is a highly verbal tradition~ ) 
//)' 

and its language is Hebrew. Nobody says that you have to learn Pali or \..:../ 

Tibetan or Japanese to be a good Buddhist. True. those are the languages of 

scripture, commentary, and the contemporary faith-communities. 
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But texts may be translated, as many have been, and a language-and-culture 

barrier to the native Buddhist cultures of Asia may in fact help in the 

Western Buddhist's somewhat naive recreation of the faith , rather than harm 

or challenge it. Significantly, few of the Eastern teachers who have come to 

the West in recent decades have insisted that their Western disciples learn 

the languages, fully absorb the practices, or assimilate culturally to the world 

from which their teachings came. They are realistic in this regard; 

recognizing the cultural distance involved, they have chosen to "go native" 

in the West and create indigenous forms of Buddhist or Hindu spirituality, 

very much a mirror image~hat Roman Catholicism learned to do in 

Mexico or in parts of Af~or Judaism, particularly because our 

traditional mentali ty was so shaped by oppression. minori ty status. and the 

struggle for group survival, such transcendence of the cultural/ethnic context 
' 

is almost unthinkable. To do the Jewish spiritual life seriously, you really 

do have to know Hebrew. Our prayer traditions are highly verbal and tied to 

the intricacies of language. so that they just don ·r work in translation. So 

much of our teaching, including the deepest insights of the mystical and 

~-· 

Hasidic sources, is ~aught up in plays and nuances of language that eJ 
translation of such sources, while it is to be increased and encouraged, will 

never quite be adequate. 

Because we are right here in the West, the seeker living cheek-by-jowl -with various ongoing Jewish communities, it is all the more difficult to 

create a Judaism of one 's own. There seems always to be someone down the / 

street or in one ~s synagogue (sometimes even if you are the rabbi !) telling 

you that what you have is not authentic, not Judaism as it once was and ever 

should be. The Havurah/Jewish Renewal movement has tried to fight this, 

creating smaJJ independent communities that are neo-traditional in form but 
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often quite revolutionary in hierarchy of values4 Unfortunate,@nes~ Qr ( "lj'/ \ 'J 1' / 
have undergone a certain weakening as the sixties have turn~'tt-i-rito th~ 

eighties and nineties. Such communities constantly need to examine 

whether they are truly agents of positive change and rebalanced Jewish 

intensification for their members, or whether they have not become 

convenient clubs for those who want less, rather than more, of one or another 

sort of commitment. In recent years those communities have suffered from 

the well-known struggles of new communities in our society over issues of 

leadership and empowerment( does "egalitarianism" mean that those with 

more experience or greater k~~Iedge of the tradition are not weJcome as 

teachers by those who come · r :.~king to learn? ~4 [.hreJ/c J 
But a new commitment to Judaism as a spiritual path involves deeper 

problems as well. I alluded earlier to the question of God and th~ use of the 

word '~God" in a contemporary spirituality. Now we have to examine this 

question more closely. It is dear that a person can have a spiritual life 

without believing in God. That is precjely what Buddhism provides, at 

least on a~ d theoretical leve£WI dare say that is a major reason why 

it is attracti ve to so many Jews. The emphasis of Buddhist spiritual training 

is on attentiveness, on attitude, on an approach to reahty rathe, ban on a 
In ca"t ,:.1•; 

personal Subject who is the goal of one's spiri tual life. A~en the most 

spiritualized form of Judaism is focused on knowing, ~nd obeying 

God in one way or another. Is it in any way conceivable that one seek to 
\ /4'1, 

have a Jewish spiritual Ufe without abelieving in God?' Il,et us not rush in 
~ I\ ) 

too quickly with our negati ve answers; the question is more complex than it 

appears, and a contemporary response requires a good deal of subtlety. 
/n' \ H v\v :JAfliv <'; r< -
~ · What do we.sa-~ .t0 the Jewish seeker who says: . 
~ cJ ~ ~ - - ------- -
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---------- "Yes, I am a religious person. I believe in the oneness of all being. I 

feel a connection to something eternal and infinite that is present in my own 

soul and in yours. That's what my quest is all about. B~can' t call it 

"God." That means that I don't consider it to be a willfulJ, personal being . 
....___/ 

It is not someone I want to worship, someone to whom I can address prayers. 

Certainly the language of the synagogue, that of God as King of Kings and 

myself as His supplicating servant, is not one I like or see any reason to 

adopt." 

Or to another who says: 

"I am grateful for the inordinate gifts that nature has bestowed on me. 

I have health, sustenance, meaningful work, a loving partner, frie~f nd 

family. Sometimeswhen I walk on a beach or am alone o utdoors Wa 
Ir) 

beautiful day I feeloverwhelmed by gratitude and by a sense of inadequacy ' , to express the fulnass with which I feel blessed. That is about as close as I . A. 
can come to pr¥,. But the prayer that wells up in me in such moments is 

addressed to life itself and to no one in particular. surely not to aGod.'' And 

al~ing to do with the synagogue, the cantor and choir, or 

r 'J f-1( . 

,--

---J ..._., 

~( o~-prc-h<1/';-ible" j" 
tmCGmpt ehen'irecf-Hebrew chants that feel like they come from another time 6 
and another place." 

These are ¥ery mu~not the voices of the Jewish atheist of a couple of G 
generations ago, the ''old left" Marxist sympathizer who believed that 

religion was the opiate of the masses and wanted no part of God, synagogue, 
\ 

or religious life. We are confronted now with a religious agnosticisllJ. (and 

sometimes a-theism) on a massive scale. Does Judaism have the resources 

to respond to such a generation? Or will it leave these seekers to turn 

elsewhere, concentrating its efforts on those who do not question or who 

have found a way, usuallv because of long-standing emotional commitments 
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and the ability to 'r€lJncerpret texts almost automatically (rather than because 
. / 

of truly different 'be-riefs). to stay within the fold of Jewish forms of 

expression? 
,.-.. 

A Judaism for the seeker in this generation will have to r~examine a 

number of the givens of our tradition. How certain are we that we need 

insist on the personalist metaphors, mostly those of male parent and ruler, 

that have constituted the heart of Jewish prayer-language for so many 

generations? The theology of Avinu Malkenu, God as Father and King, is 

problematic not only because of the single-genderedness of these terms. We 

in this psychological age understand the divine parent as a projection, a 

cosmic superego figure, if~ that we impose upon ourselves and 
-- .... ----- --------

accept because of our felt need for an externalized-eent~r of societal and 

individual self-control. But once we let that cat out oft~; bag;·;~, the ~ -
control no longer works as well. Once 1 Jose my naivete about God as 

Father, it is hard for me to use those words again. to fully ri'Jenter the now 

broken myri1-:tlt is true that becomin2 a father helped me bridge the gap for 
'-:,_.' 

many years. The realization that God loved me in the same way that I loved 

··---
E 

my then-helpless infant child from the moment I saw her did much to 

sustain in me the language of Jewish faith. But it is hard to leave faith in the 

hands of the volatile parental metaphor, one toward which we all have a 

complicated network of emotional reactio~ nd which changes profoundly (~ -- \...,...:.;· 

as we go through the course of our lives. And "King" is even harder than -- ~ --
\ 

··Father" in a world where kings no longer radiate ancient glory. but are 

either powerless figureheads, dressed once a year in garb of state, or else 

petty despots who remind us mostly of the ugliness rather than the glory of 

earlier tim@Of coursef lassical Judaism had other metaphors for God. 

The Beloved, the God of such Kabbalistic poetry as Lekha Dodi or Yedid 
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Nefesh, is a tempting one to seek to restore. But her7i-tooJ· hesitate. The '--' 

') '/ . 

same question of the possibility of religious language--i-H--a'psychologically 

self-conscious age comes directly to the fore. God as Cosmic Lover wi!J 

work in some very special moments. We will always find ourselves on 

guard, however, asking about what it means to long for the Lover of the 

Song of Songs when the '"real" issues of love and erotic self-fulfillment are 

so painfully obvious to us on another level. The fact that we are a tradition 

without monasticism or celibacy must also mean that we are one that cannot 

be naive about love. We may have exhausted the resources of our old 

language for speaking both to and of God. We may need to create a new 

language, as the Kabbalists did in the Middle Ages. Meanwhile, perhaps we 

should say: "Unto You Silence is Praise.:, Silence may create .in us the 

condition out of which a new prayer-language might be born. 

We will also have to ask ourselves how fully wedded we are to the 

vertical metaphor for the divine/human relationship, one that almost 

completely dominates -in our classical sources. By the avertical metapho(~ I 

mean the no6on that God dwells "in heav~ while we humans are "down 
~ · U' ' 

below" on earth. This notiorr i~of course.:)derived from ancient beliefs about re-

the gods as sky dwellers. I As -~cure anasophisticated as we Westerners ~ 
become in our fai th~it is difficult for us to outgrow entirely the notion of -
"'God above," an idea that God "resides" in some vague place on the other ...,. 

side of the sky. Every time we read a Psalm about "God in heaven" or.tell 
\ 

the tale of Moses ascending the mountain to reach God, we reinforce the 

myth of ven:icality. We do so also by such abstractions as referring to 

someone who is "on a very high runi' of spiritual attainment or even 

negatively by referring to someone who is not serious about reli oion, but -merely trying to "get high." /,· . J 
· Ar+--)1- 11 -:.r p. ):. 
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I am not one who believes that we can or should get rid of all the 

vertical metaphors in our religious tradition. We would be terribly 

impoverished, and for no good reason. But it is important to see through this 

language and thus to be freed of its total hold on us. We can do so most 

easily by turning to the other great metaphor of religion tradition, that of 

inwardness. Rather than seeing a11 humanity climbing up the great 

mountain, let us imagine ourselves rather as journeying down into the 

depths, seeking to draw water from our innermost well. Instead of ascending 

rung after trying rung, we are peel ing off level after level of externals, 

reaching ~oward a more inward, deep&ision of the universe. Of 
-· --------- ·...__. 

course) his too is a metaphor, but the presence of a second way of seeing our 
:J ' . ~ > 

journ~ to release us from the singular hold of the first. . 

But once we have let ourselves question the vertical metaphor of our 
..---..__ ' 

ancient' cosmology. a great deal more is questioned as well. The God above 

might come down onto the mountain once. at a particular place and time, to 

talk with those gathered there. Since God is outside the world. revelation is 

a unique and unusual event. But can the God within, the one who speaks to 

every human heart, have the same relationship of "choosinf' with the 

Jewish people? If God is none other than the innennost heart of reality, is not 

all of being equally an emanation of the same divine Self? Is Judaism not 

just the human symbolic language into which we Jews render the univers~
1
, --- ~ ~ '{[; 

inward God's silc:;zt p -verbal speech, just as others translate it into v~rbal 
\ \ '/ 
symbols 0f their o heritage? And can the internal God be the source of 

authority in the same way as the~ on top of the mountain, the One who 
1/1 fht /h I Jf Jft\ ....________.,. 

. _-(' I\ could hold it over our heads, ~ en as we agreed to receive Torah. saying: "'If 

~ - not, here you will be buried:?'10ost basically. it would seem that the God 
rr (I- , ..__/ 1

· W/1 r within is not other than ourselves in the same clear way as the God above. 
/u,~,, . ) --
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only because we keep our hearts .open by our own practice. It is the presence 

of divine energy that we find within, renewed each day, that makes our 

teachings living Torah and not dead letter. The first Hasidic masters knew 

this welJ and taught it unceasingly. That voice was mostly lost in later 

Hasidism 's rush to preserve tradition at all cost. But it is our t~ k_to recover 

and renew that voice , the one that speaks out from within ·a commitment to 

practice against Judaism's great1~nger of overly z~alous co~; i~ -t - - - ---==-- - - , 
to detail and form, at the loss of broader perspective and deeper openness to 

meaning, even to God. 

This is also not a God who redeems as the tra9i_tiona1 metaphor depicts 
,,.... 

it, lqeking down from the heights of heaven to lift 1 snael from Egypt or to 
•I • \ . _ 

-r e ' --
send messiah who will save the world from humanity's worst violent and 

~ -
self-destructive urges. We speak rather of a God who dwells within the 

' 
unquenchable spark of freedom that lives within every human heart, the one 

who inspires the Moses in us to rebel against every pharoah. It is the divine 

voice in us that calls us to maintain our undying faith in the full l iberation of 

humanity, both flesh and spirit. It is through our deeds that God brings 
~ ~ ~ 

about redemption,. being manifest within us and triumphing over our strong 

desires to escape and avoid the true fuJA-P~r divine/human selves. 
<)fl \ ... [~fC)f) ,,,-~ 

What I am proposing for the Je~h s~ the product b f my own --· quest which is essentially no different from his or hers, is a Jewish religious -
humanism. It is humanistic in that we believe humans are the essential 

I 

actors in the historical. political , and social spheres. For better or for worse. 

it is we who are charged with the task of sav ing this world, we who are also 

the agents of the world 's destruction. In this drama. the only one that 

counts, there is no deus ex machina who will protect us from ourselves. But 

it is very much a religious or spiritual humanism. not secular rn any way. 

::. .• ( ., _; J -----
- --- . --. 

I -• ;'~ ,• 

--
. _- 1,,J 
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On the contrary, we seek to expand the bounds of the holy, to find the One 

manifest everywhere, to understand that each of us is not just a separate 

willful being but a unique spark of that single divine light. It is by finding 

those sparks in one another and drawing their light together that we discover 

and articulate the deeper tru;h~ about this worldja which w@ li><c. 'r' 
"Why do it through Judaism?" the seeker often asks. My answer 

comes not in absolutist terms; it cannot. Judaism is a hard path, but one 

toward which we have a special obligation. We have just been through an 
-·- , 

age that sought to turn its back on many of the most profound and ancient of 

human teachings. Modernity "knew brtter" than the ~isdom of the ancients, 

and traditional ways of knowing and living were cast onto the trash heap of 

history. The era just emerging is one that seeks to rediscover truths long 

neglected; we are more willing now, and will be more still in the next 

century, to re-learn ancient wis~~IT'L- This age will need the energies and 
, 

teachings contained in all the great and venerable traditions of humanity. 

~)'/ Among these are perhaps eight or ten truly great religious traditions. 
'--- . 

developed over the course of human history . Several of them have 

hundreds of millions of foIJowers . We. diminished both bv genocide and ., ~ 

assimilation, are a small people bearing a great tradition. Most of its heirs 

do not care about this legacv. Some who do.Jove it so much and hold on so 
~ ., 

tightly that they can9~~rd into the new and uni versal age 
.... J.. ,. ! , _ .. • -,,Ir r-"'' wt · ,v lT1i , 4 "., y. . c 

that stands before us. Aifyoti-wereoorn a Jew, or if y~u are drawn to '---· 

Judaism, perhaps it is not j ust by chance. Perhaps what the human future 
.,----..._ 

needs of you is your reading of. your encounter wi th. this great'.piece of our -spiritual legacy. You can raise up sparks that belong to your soul alone. 

reveal worlds that can be found by no other. The tradition waits for you to 

discover it. 
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August 19, 1996 

Art Green 
324 Ward St. 
Newton Center, MA 02159 

Dear A.it: 

Here are your pages, with questions to you addressed in the margins. (You 
will also see notes for Liz, the designer.) Feel free to answer my queries by 
writing on the margins--or whatever is easiest for you. If my comments raise 
questions you wish to discuss, I'm available every day this week except for 
Wednesday. (If you get my voicemail, leave me a convenient time to call: 
212-532-2360, X408.) 

You can return the pages to me by Fedex, charging CIJE's Fedex number: 1-
820-8223-6. 

The only design change I've made is to add more page breaks to "lighten" the 
look of the essay. 

Please be sure to include your bio for the back; I've attached a copy of a 
previous one to give you a sense of the format. 

If you could turn this around so that I have these pages back by Monday, that 
would be terrific. (I would like to begin mailing the printed essay by mid
September.) 

All best, 

Nessa Rapoport 

Art, this is an outstanding piece of work. I'm proud to be publishing it and 
believe it will reach Jews on the "inside," but also many whose hearts have 
not been touched by other essays currently circulating. 
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RESTORING 
THE Arthur Green 

ALEPH 

<:Ee Zohar, che greatest work ofJewish mysticism, is deeply 

concerned with the nature of exile and che exilic sicuarion in which 

God, _rhe cosmos, and the Jew all fi nd themselves. In one of his more 

profound commenrs on this sicuarion, 1 the thirteenth-century allthor 

suggescs 2 chat rhe divine name chat accompanied Israel into exile was 

itself a broken one. The Zohar knew and accepted che ancient tradition 

char "wherever Israel is exiled, the divine Presence is exiled with chem.'.' 

Ltz ~ Nate: t-,11 M1.1 

Jrulrs rq1J1rc 111,~al ops. 

-------------1-___.IL 
T he name chat accompanied them was i1'i1N, HYEH, God's:-------L--../l L,z: srn,t/ OfJ ! 

"I am" or "shall be." The name, however, was broken: The aleph of 

YEHYEH remained above in the heavens, while rhe three lecrers :-IYH 
joined themselves co Israel. But in this configuration of the verb "to 

be," the aleph is the indicator of the future tense. Its departure means 

char Israel in exile loses hope, becoming detached from a sense of irs 

own fucure. All chat remains is HYH, char which "was," the memory 

of past glory, past intimacy wirh the Holy One, the cosmic Aleph. 

Exile becomes truly serious when ir causes us to lose hope. 

Why should we feel hopeless as we think about rhe future of 

Jewish life in the new millennium before us? We have come through 

chis most unspeakably complicated century of Jewish history a strong, 

proud, and free people. For rhe first rime in nearly cwo thousand 

ye~ can say that Jews are no longer oppressed by any regime for 

1. Z~adash 38a. 
2. Based on the text of Ezek. l :3. 

1 
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che crime of being Jewish. Popular antisemit ism still exists, buc not 

on a scale co conscicure a significant threat. Israel is living through an 

era of prosperi cy and is looking forward co a t ime o f real peace, even 

as cerrible coses in human life are being paid along che way. Jews 

in North America have achieved levels of macerial success and accep

tance by the established powers of this society rhar go beyond che 

im migrant generation's wildest dreams. Even the final caboo against 

mingling with Jews, chat of accepting chem inco rhe fami ly circle, is 

breaking down. Surveys show chat few Christian families, especially 

chose of older American Protestant stock, object any longer co 

their children marrying Jews. 

Ah, but there's the rub. Intermarriage, it turns ouc, was not 

quite what we had in mind. We sought full acceptance in America: 

That meant elite schools, executive positions in old companies, mov

ing into the "righc" suburbs, even joining the country club. But some

how we naively thought it would stop there. Jewish boys would cake 

Jewish girls to the counny club dance, or at least would come home 

co marry Jewish women after a few "flings" on the other side. Now we 

discover char there are no "sides" any more. Young Jews growing up 

in this country after 1970 are almost fully integrared into American 

white upper- and middle-class sociecy, which, with but rare excep

tions, embraces chem with open arms. 

For che vast majority of American Jews under fo rty, chis is the 

fourth generation since im migration . These are Jewish kids, or half

or quarter-Jewish kids, whose grandparents were born mostly in 

urban East Coast American cities. Few of chem I ive in chose cities any 

more, and a great many are scattered to ocher parts of the continent 

altogether. To these Jews the "old country" is Brooklyn, Philadelphia, 

or Baltimore. Their grandparents' tales of childhood are as likely co 

be about baseball games as they are about pickles or herring from the 

barrel. Jewish knowledge is rare in chat second generation; most were 
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too busy Americanizing to care much about the bics of Jewish lore 

or practice their parents had dragged with them from across the sea. 

The fourth generation has no direct tie co chc world of East European 

Jewish life and its spiritual and cultural riches. All chat belongs co 

history. The narural ties to Yiddishkeyc, including the rhythms of the 

Jewish year, che inAections of Jewish speech, even the humor, which 

we Jews over fifty (including the important group of children of 

Holocaust survivors, whose memories arc still more vivid) remember 

so well, are no longer a pan of chis younger generation's psyc~ ~ 

From the twenties through the sixties, Jews were among the 

great proponents of melting-pot ideology. Here we were, pare of a 

new nation being forged in America. Forger the old hatreds and 

divisions of Europe! Those were code words for us; we hoped they 

would mean "Leave anc~emitism behind." 
I..!.., 

"Who wants to visit Ew-ope?" an immigrant uncle of mine 

used to proclaim, as the first relatives ventured forth as tow-isrs in 

the 1950s. "We ran away from there!" 

Here we would help t:O create something better, fairer, less hate

ful, more humane. Ethnic divisions would recede with rhe passage 

of time. Even racial divisions, we thought somewhat naively, would 

eventually fall away like so many relics of backwoods prejudice. 

In che lace 1960s the pendulum began to swing the ocher way. 

Ethnicity was rediscovered by America, thanks significantly to the 

"black is beautiful!" c1y that came forth from African-Americans 

toward the end of the Civil Rights generation. Discincciveness and 

pride in origins took che place of full integration as the final goaL 

Latinos were just beginning to become articulate as a minority, and 

they, too, clearly wanted co hold on co some of their old ways, includ

ing language. Bue if black and Latino were beautiful, so were Icalian, 

Polish, Armenian, and all the rest, including Jewish. For us, this era 

in American cultural histo1y coincided wich che shock-therapy in 
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Jewish awareness offered by rhe Six-Day War, leading co a major 

renewal of Jewish life over che course of the succeeding rwo decades. 

This renewal was heralded by the growth of che Jewish 

counrq culcure, best known through the Havurah movement and ~ L12 _ 
the Jewish Catalogues. But it includes such mainstream phenomena 

as the growth of day school education; the development ofJewish 

Studies programs in colleges and universities; a great array of books, 

ranging from ficcion co scholarship; magazines such as Moment and 

Tikkun, and much more. Ir includes the new pride (and somerimes 

militancy) of Orthodoxy and the inclusion of Orthodox concerns on 

che general Jewish agenda. Jr is represented in a significant shift in 

both style and priorities within rhe organized community, from rhe 

greater funding of Jewish education to the observance of kashrut 
and shabbat at public communal functions. 

Then came the nineties, opening with the devastating news of 

the National Jewish Population Survey. Was che whole Jewish renewal 

movement, in all ics phases, both too litcle and coo lace? Such qualita

t ive observers as Charles Silberman and Leonard Fein, celebrators of 

the sp irit of renewal, were now swept aside by dour figures-don,t-lie 

predictions based on the ever-increasing rates of intermarriage, the 

surprisingly low rate of conversions to Judaism, and the high dropout 

rare ofJews themselvefi'The fear begins to mount that Jewish coun-
~ 

terculture types are our version of aging hippies, that the "new" 

and supposedly dynamic Judaism of the havurot and minyanim ~ in 

fact serving only a small dosed group of rabbis' kids and alumni of 

Jewish summer camps. Even a day-school education ~ viewed as far 

from innoculacion against intermarriage as we raise a generation that 

lives in a very nearly unbounded open society (for upwardly mobile 

and educated whites, which happens to include most Jews) . 

That is why we are afraid. We see a decline in numbers, in loyal

ty, in knowledge. Those of us raised in this tradition were caught to 

value one mitsvah over all ochers: TJ.:J.'J onJJUJl , "Teach chem co 
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your children." Even among Jews where there was, in face, rather liccle 

left: to pass on, the transmission of heritage, especially in the years 

following the Holocaust, was che greatest imperative of Jewish life. 

We were raised co see ourselves as a link between our parents and our 

children, our grandparents and our grandchildren, passing a legacy 

from each generation co the next. In Jewish families all over chis coun

try there is a feeling chat the chain is being broken . We stand dumb

founded as we see whole limbs falling off the tree, the end of Judaism 

or Jewish awareness in branches of our own famil ies. 

If Judaism is going ro survive in this country it will do so be

cause it meets the needs of new generations of entirely American Jews, 

including Jews who have some non-Jewish relatives and ancestors on 

their family trees. Rail as one may against chis utilitarian/psychological 

approach ("They should be serving God - or standing loyal to tradi

tion - rather than having their 'needs' met ... "), chose who work in 

any form of outreach co younger Jews know it to be true. These needs 

are partly social and communitarian, the need for small community 

and intimacy in the face of mass society; partly familial and recreation

al, the need for "safe" day-care for toddlers and high-quality squash 

and tennis courts for upper-middle class Jews and their friends . But 

above all the need Judaism can answer is the spiritual one, a dimension 

oflife chat continues co have great and perhaps even increasing 

significance in American life. 

<:Ee term "spirituality' is one with which most Jewish thinkers, 

including rabbis, were quite uncomfortable only a decade ago. Imported 

into English from the French chiefly by Roman Catholics, it seemed to 

Jews to evoke monastic life, orhe1worldliness, and the awesome silences 

of vast, dark cathedrals, all so alien co the values and experiences of 

children of East Ew-opean Jews. Increasingly, it has come to be associat

ed with Eastern forms of medication and the tremendous influence 

they have had on Americans over the course of recent decades. 
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If these associations with "spiritual icy" were strange and alien 

even to rabbis, rhe generally more secular communal acrivirisrs and 

"doerfJanding at the helm of Jewish organizational life saw chem as 

dangerously solipsiscic, a self-absorbed turn inward that would lead 

co fragmentation rather chan to greater communal strength. In face, 

the only Jewish group that was well-poised co deal with rhe needs 

of many Jews in chis era was HaBaD. For rhe Lubavirch hasidim~~ 

spirituality" translated precisely into rukhniyes (ruhaniyyut}, 3 a well- --

known term in Hasidic parlance, and precisely rhar which Hasidism ™ had co offer. T his Jewish version of spiritual ity meant a life devoted 

IB.~avodat) ha-shem, che service of God, but marked by an 

inward intensity (kavone; kawwanah) leading to att:achmenc to God 

(dveykes; devequt) and ultimately co the negation (bitel; bitt-td) of ,......, 
all else. Of course, for the HaBaDnil5-:-as for any hasid, chis avoide J'-
was co be carried out through the usi al Jewish means o~ rah and rpne:' Li 

2 
~ 

mitsvot, including full commitment co the halakhic way of life. -

Hasidism, in ocher words, comprises a Jewish version of the 

"spirituality" chat so many in America are seeking. Ir docs so, howev

er, in a way chat insists upon uncompromised acceptance of tradi

tional norms, a way oflife amaccive to a few but probably impossi

bly alienating co most young American Jews in the twenty-first 

century. le is hard co believe chat we are co build the Jewish future by 

a return to the life patterns (including role of women? style oflead

ership? norms of dress?) belonging co che eighteenth or early nine

teenth century. T his "Amish" pattern for Jewish survival is che way of 

a few hardy souls who join the core of those raised within it, but ic 

offers liccle attraction for the many. 

Bue lee us return co "spirituality." Now chat we have found a 

Jewish language for it, lee us examine more closely what it means and 

why ic has so much become che cry of our age. Spiriruality is a view 

3. I render the terms here both in the Yiddish colloquial of Hasidic speech 
and in che more "proper" Sephardic and accepted scholarly vers ions. 
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of religion chac sees its primary task as culcivaring and nourishing 

the human soLLi or spirit . Each person, according co chis view, has an 

inner life chat he or she may choose to devel op; chis "inwardness" 

(.penimiyyut in Hebrew) goes deeper than the usual object of psycho

logical investigation and cannot fairly be explai ned in Freudian or 

ocher psychological terms. Ultimacel0ic is "cranspersonal ," reaching 

deeply into the self but then extending through an inward reach 

beyond the individual and linking him/her to all ocher selves (co all 

ocher Jews, che hmidim would say) and to th e single Spiri t or Self of 

the universe we caJI God. God is experientially accessible through the 

cultivation of chis inner life, and awareness (da'at) of char access is a 

primary vaJue of religion. External forms, imporcanc as they are, serve 

as instruments for the development, disciplining, and fin,ef.{uning 

of chis awareness. The hasid may see chem as divinely ordained forms, 

but still recognizes chat they are a means (indeed, a gift of God co 

help us in our struggle), but not an end in themselves. ---Such is, in fact, the shared theology of vast numbers of seekers 

in our era. Though pursuing the quest through a great variety of 

symbols and traditions, ~ contemporary seekers are joined by a series 

of shared sensicivicies char cranscends che differences between our 

various systems of expression. We understand "being religious" not 

primarily as commitment to particular symbols or even as faith in a 

specific sec of principles, but as openness to a deep well of inner expe

rience. This includes experiences in nature, in solitude, those induced 

by medication and silence, or some quite spontaneous. Moments 

like these offer us insight imo Lhe wholeness of being, expressed by 

Hasidic tradition as che realization chat "the whole earth is filled with 

His glory'' or "ch ere is no place devoid of Him," but by Hindu and 

Buddhist philosophy without reference co God as "chat which is, is." 

le is the truth of such mom en cs, translated into teachings 

through one language or another, that nourishes our lives as seekers, 

chat gives uB the strength co go forward. It is the love for and unity 
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with all creation in such moments (whether chose are momencs 

experienced, imagined, or merely scriven for) that underlie our ethical 

and moral lives and tell us how co live. 

Whether our spirituality is Jewish or Christian , Buddhist or eclec

tic New Age, you will probably hear us talking about living in"harm- J 
ony with natural forces, following the voice of our deepest inwarcf 

nature, and seeking co shape a human society that appreciates more and 

destroys/consumes less of nature's bounty, or of God's gifts. T here is 

beginning co emerge a shared spiritual language o f this age, one chat 

transcends the borders of the traditions in which we live and where we 

may have gained our original impetus coward the spiritual life. 

Together, we share a sense that the world urgently needs chis new 

spirituality; we are as committed to it as we are co our individual tradi

tions. Living in an age of ecological crisis, we understand that nothing 

is more important for humanity than a shared religious language, reach

ing across the borders of rraditions, that will make us more sensitive 

co che natural and physical world in which we live, which is itself tne 

domain of the sacred. In the coming century, all the religions will have 

co be drawn upon to create such a language in order to transform 

human con~ iousness for the very survival of our world. 

This "new" universal spiritual icy of the late twentieth century is 

most commonly lightly dressed in Indian or Tibetan garb and ch us 

accompanied by belief in reincarnation, karma, and various charts of 

spiritual energies or stages in the process of enlighcenmenr. Western 
~ 

elements tOOt.--are added to the mix of this ever-evolving rad,ment in 

which £ s£5'iric is co be clothed. The commonality of theological and 

ultimately experiential sub-st ructurel cross religious and cultural 

lines also makes it possible for some seekers (and not only those to be 

dismissed as "flighty'' or unstable) either co rurn from one tradition to 

another in the course of a lifelong quest or co combine elements that 

seem (at lease co the outsider) to originate in enciri different and 

even contradictory social and historical contexts. A 
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Over the course of some thirty years as a Jew committed co my 

own form of religious quest with in Judaism, I have met many Jews 

who have chosen or needed to explore their spiritual lives through a 

variety of non-Jewish, mostly Eastern spiritual paths. Among chem 

I have come upon some remarkably profound, honest, and open seek

ers. I urge us co see such seekers not as "apostates" or as rejecters of 

Judaism, nor as the duped victims of "culcs" (though such do exist; 

they come in Eastern, Christian, and even Jewish versions), buc 

as Jews loyal to at least one aspect of our people's most ancient ways. 

~ Among the spiritually wandering Jews I have met over these three 

decades are faithful children of Abraham, doing for themselves what 

we are caught our first ancestor did. They have rejected the superfic

ial idolatries of their own time and place (those of Washington, 

Hollywood, and Madison Avenue; even chose of complacent, semi

assimilationist subw·ban Judaism, rather than chose of Ashur anc. Ur) 

and have gone off co the desert, seeking in it the secret places chat 

flow with milk and honey. T hough the terrain they explore may be 

alien and sometimes even objectionable to us, their need co do so and 

the growth that cakes place over the course of such exploration should 

be familiar and not entirely surprising co us as Jews. Given the gener

ally low level of spiritual seriousness in most liberal synagogues in 

our country, it is little wonder chat Jewish seekers feel a need to tam 

elsewhere in quest of profound religious truth. 

For the generations born o r raised since the end of che g.econd ® 
~ orld ~ ar, religious quest has been prom incnt among Americans in a @ 
way it had not been earlier. This is true among Jews in somewhat 

higher numbers, but it is true of general culture as well. Such serious 

students of American culcural norms as Peter Berger, Robert Bellah, and 

Martin Marry have cried to document and explain this phenomenon. 

The attraction of Americans to serious religion in recent years runs the 

whole gamut, from fundamentalist and evangelical Christianity co the 

quasi-Eastern, from charismatic Catholicism and HaBaD Judaism co 
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the New Age and experimental in all (and no) cradirions. Among Jews 

it includes ba'aley teshuvah, chose who have found rheir way inco a 

more incense and spiritual, buc also more observant, Jewish life; and the 

much larger group who have turned elsewhere for their spiritual satis

faction, sometimes to Chrisrianity and a neo-Sufi version of Islam, 

but primarily co Eastern religions. Generationally chis group runs from 

Allen Ginsberg and Baba Ram Dass (a.k.a. Richard Alpert) , now in 

their mid-60s, who came of age in the 1950s, co students currencly on 

campus and living near campus in such centers as Berkeley and Santa 

Cruz, California, Cambridge and Northampton, Massachusens, and 

several points in berween. 

Why has chis generation turned so much to seeking? Some of 

it has co do with being the first to grow up in the aftermath ofboch ~ 
Holocaust and Hiroshima. Life in che nuclear shadow has given us an 

insecurity paralleled in few earlier generations. As in the aftermaths 

of previous cataclysms of human history, life seems particularly pre-

carious. Pictures of mass burial pits and endless bodies again inh:;.bit 

our imagination. The notion that at any time some lunatic (for a 

while he was even named "Dr. Strangelove!") might come along and 

"push che button" has forced us co reach somewhere for ultimate 

meaning. We need something that will enable us co go forward, to 

bring children into che world and work co improve human life, even 

in chis ever-so-threatened generation. The shift over the past decade 

from nuclear war co ecological disaster as the focus of our fears h2S 

not essentially changed chis situation. 

A second motivating factor in the search for meaning among 

American Jews is surely che high level of material success chat many 

have attained over che course of these four generations. As members 

of the financially highest-achieving ethnic or religious group (on a per 

capita basis) in chis society, we are brought face-to-face with questions 

of values and priorities. "Is chis all there is?" we find ourselves asking. 
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Wealth, achievement, and glamor do not in themselves bring 

happiness or fulfillment, as a significant portion of our newly active 

Jewish leadership has found. They also do not protect us from the 

personal crises chat most require spiritual meaning. Wealthy and 

powerful Jews still face death, infirmity, divorce, alienation between 

parents and children, even the ennui and emptiness chat ensue when 

you seem to run out of deals co make, resorts co visit, entertainments 

co enjoy, obstacles co conquer. Life has to have some greater meaning, 

some value beyond char of our own seemingly endless, and ul tim

ately somehow trivial, achievements. 

Where do we seekers turn for such an ultimate value? Prior gen

erations might have had an easier time believing in a God who had 

~ .tpower over His creation, and was thus the source or guaan

tor of absolute values. But chat sort of religion is hard for us. Will 

we trust a Deity who did not prevent the Holocaust (or slaughte~ in 

Rwanda, starvation in Ethiopia, or che AIDS epidemic) co rff:nter 

history and save us from destruction at our own hand? Conventional 

Western-type faith in an all-powerful Creator God seems difficult 

unless it is explained in a highly sophisticated - and somehow com

promised - fashion. No wonder that it is rejected by large numbers 

of seekers, including many Jews. 

On the ocher hand, che well-known Western alternative to 

religious faith seems even more discredited. Our trust in humanity, and 

especially in the modern pseudo-religion of scientific progress and the 

conquest of evil through systematic human knowledge, is severely cest

ed in the lace twentieth century. Ow· memories include Nazi scientists 

in the land of reason and morality, emerging in the century after the 

Categorical Imperative and Absolute Spirit. It is hard, even fifty years 

later, to believe in the "progress" wrought by modernity and its achieve

ments. Added to these are che economics and policies that complicate 

and often corrupt the "pure" advance of scientific chinking. We are 
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happy co supporc sG-ien.ci.d advance, to be sure, especially insofar as it 

alleviaces suffering and concribuces co the world's survival. Bue we 

cannot cw-n co it as an ultimate source of values. 

Today's seeker is one who cakes the accomplishments of science 

for granted; che old battles between the religious and scientific world 

views on life's origins read co us like ancienc history. Bur we also 

understand chat we need not look to th e scientific community as ow· 

provider of meaning. Often we cry to push science by integrating 

into it the wisdom of the ancients, whether in accepting t raditional 

Chinese and homeopachic medicine or in speaking abouc rungs of 

consciousness chac may preserve memories of countless past lives and 

generations, much like the rungs of the tree or molecules of DNA L1 z : 
preserve genetic "memory." ~ 

There has been a sense throughout chis period that we nee;d ~ 
co be rescued by another sow-ce of truth, by some deeply rooted wis-

dom attuned more closely co the moral and spiritual needs of a much 

battered humankind. Over the course of these past several decades, 

char,_,has mostly been the wisdom of the East, in various Indian, Japa

nese, and, most prominently in· recent years, Tibetan forms. The 

insecurity of che West about its own achievement, including the basis 

of its moral life, makes us more open (and not for the first time) to 

learning from ocher civilizations. The heart of chis Eastern teaching is 

a profound non-dualism, an acceptance of all chat is, and a t imeless-

ness, fostered by meditative silence, chac allows one co transcend daily 

worries great and small. When seen anew from the heights of this 

compassionate yet detached mindset, life regains the value it had lost 

in the battle-scarred decades of violence and degradation through 

which all of us have lived. 

We far fewer seekers who have made Judaism the path of our 

quest find some similar and some different formulations. We, too, 

look toward the contemplative and inward portions of our tradition; 

"Jewish Meditation," reconstructed from many fragments of nearly 
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lose practices, has e.~reac interest in recent years.';·The theolog

ical language co wh ich we are attracted is largely rhar of rhe mystical 

tradition, though few would find it accurate ro designate ourselves 

as "Kabbalisrs" in a literal sense. It is the abstract notion of Deity, 

combined with the richness of metaphor and symbol, char makes the 

Kabbalah attractive. The highly simplified mystical language of the 

early Hasidic sources, one char speaks of ful ln ess and emptiness, of 

che ever-elusive God beyond and the spirit of Godliness chat fills 

all existence, seems especially well-suited ro the contemporary need. 

Most have found chat regular patterns of observance, especially the 

rhythms of shabbatand weekday A~ life according ro rh:Ycred cal

endar, offer unfathomable spiritual rewardW. indud_e, those who 

have "gone all the way" and joined Hasidic or ocher ultra-Orthodox 

communities and ochers who have sought less rigid structure, often 

gravitating coward Reconscructionist or ".fewish Renewal" circles. 

At their best, the latter have sought to create a "maximalist" version 

ofliberal Judaism, as incense as Orthodoxy in its demands but more 

universalistic in perspective, emphasizing a renewed prophetic com-

mitment and Judaism's demand for justice and care for che down-

trodden as key portions of chat maximalisc agenda. Whether such 

J/4of ~ 
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a "muscular" and demanding liberal Judaism can cake hold is a key L 
question in thinking about our collective furme. --------~ J3 

The serious seeker, today as always, is open co caking on spir- ~ 
icual disciplines, even of the most rigorous kind. ~ are not talking 

about an easy push-a-button or drop-a-pill experience-craving pseudo-

spirituality, one that seeks only "highs" and takes no responsibility for 

the deep valleys that lie between the peak experience~ ----i---1 

recognize that discipline and regularity of practice are essennal 

4. It would be imeresting ro make a study of"Jewish meditation" as a growth industry 
over the course of the past twenty years. T he bibl iography in Mark Verman's recenc 
book would be a good place to start. Such a study would be an object lesson in rhe 
ince~enetracing influence of Orthodox Kabbalists (Aryeh Kaplan), critical J udaica 
sch~fa~s (Moshe Idel)tand New Age teachers (Zalman Schachter), all in the shadow of 
the growth of Eastern edicational practices in rhe Wesr during chis period. 
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building-blocks of the spiritual life. Their rourinc and che very ordi

nariness of doing chem day after day, even when chey seem empty, 

provide the counterpoint to the sp iritual mouncaincops of great 

insight that appear occasionally in their midst. Bue the di~iplines we 

seek, whether old or new, arc chose chat seem helpful co us, those 

chac offer us che cools and framework within which co engage in the 

cask of spiritual growth and self-development chat each o~must 

ultimately face alone. When a practice is~ because it is tradi

tional, done chat way just because it always has been, today's seeker 

may be expected co question. Turn as we do co ancient paths of wis

dom, we inevitably remain lace cwenciech-century Americans, for 

better and for worse: practical, somewhat impatient, wanting a hand 

in shaping things, not content to simply accept chem and pass chem 

on. We are open co hard work, but for our efforts we expect co 

get results. 

A number of years ago my family and I were living in Berkeley, 

California. Around che corner from us was, of course, a spiritual or 

New Age bookstore. The front of the store was decorated with a huge 

sign, in inverted pyramid form. T he top line read, in large block 

letters: SCIENTOLOGY DOESN'T WORK. Beneath char, in slight

ly smaller letters, ic said: INTEGRAL YOGA DOESN'T WORK 

Then, again slighcly smaller: CHRISTIANITY DOESN'T WORK. 

After going through six or seven more would-be spiritual paths che 

sign concluded, again in large letters: YOU WORK Seeing chis 

sign reminded me of a definition ofHasidism chat Abraham Joshua 

Heschel had passed on in the name of the Kocsker rebbe. When 

asked what Hasidism was all about, Rabbi Mendel of Kocsk replied: 

"A b if 'kh" " k lf" r etn ot zt - co wor on yourse . 

5, The emphasis here is an address co several friends, chinke~ nd writers who are my 
seniors by a generation, who continue co attack che recove1y of spiritual life in Judaism 
in the most distorting terms. Lee me make it quite clear ro chem char neither I nor any 
responsible voice I know is advocating I) che abandonment of commitment co social 
just ice; 2) a drug-like euphoria in which we lose any sense of borders and therefore rhe 
abi liry co distinguish right from wrong; 3) entering closed havurah-cloiscers where we 
wil l ignore che rest of che Jewish community and leave ir to its sorry fuce. 
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Being a seeker means w,derstancling that there is work to do. 
In the first instance this is spiritual work, . -t -m_e_an_ s_t'h_e_t_ra_n_s..,..o_r __ -----t--r~ 

mation of the self, opening oneself co become a channel through 

which divine light shines or cosmic energy flows. This a:i.ea1~ -~rk rcqu ires) 
ing of the mind in the twin tasks of awareness and responsiveness. 

Awareness, da'at in the Hasiclic sources, means a knowing and constant 

remembering that all things and moments contain the Presence, that 

everything can lead us back co che one. Ic is intellectual, co be sure) 

but an act of mind colored with all che eros of the first Biblical mean

ing of "co know," as the Hasidic sources nor infrequently rem ind us. 

Responsiveness is that state cultivated over years of inward prayer or 

meditation, where the heart is always half o en, ever ready to respond 

co the lightest knoc by the Belove on its gar j 
/\\ he seeker in these generat ions has also me.'4itabi,} to deal with 

the question of the relationship between personal and societal trans

formation. Each of us feels challenged by the social ills that still 

surround us: poverty, racism, injustice, the destruction of che planet. 

Few would say these matters are of no concern. Even the Eastern 

religions, often stereotyped in the West as totally unconcerned with 

alleviating the sufferings of this world on the material plane, hen 

imported and resha ed by Westerne egin to take on a measure of 

worldly and practical responsibli . All of us who seek, no matter how 

specific our symbol system or spiricual language, are universalise in 

our concern for humanity and its earthly home. 

The question for us is often one of priorities and faith in our 

own capabilities co effect change. Should I spend my time in demon

strations or political party work to change the opinions of ochers, or 

should I work first to make sure my own inner garden is free of vveeds? 

Given the shortness of my life and the limits of my strength, where 

should I put my energies? These questions are unresolved for many a 

contemporary seeker; most of us tend co shuttle back and forth among 

priorities as ow- lives go on and as specific demands present themselves. 
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We also ve1y much seek religious community. The lone work 

each of us has to do cannot thrive without che support and under

standing of others. Bue the communicies we need have to be made up 

of chose who understand and share our search. The American syna

gogue, even at its besc, seldom had that character in che previous gen

eration. It was too concerned with propriety, respectability, and public 

image to be very welcoming to those few and often "different" Jews 

who were seeking on the spiritual plane. That is beginning to change 

in some places as a new generation of rabbis and synagogue leaders 

are discovering the seeker in one another. Many synagogues have been 

quietly remade in recent years into warm and supportive communities 

chat in havurah-like fashion serve as extended family to their mem

bers. T he next seep for communities like these is co seek out the seek

ers and make room for them, working with chem to create a shared 

language of personal religious expression. 

Judaism is not an easy path for the contemporary seeker, even if 

it happens co be his or her ancestral tradition. The reasons for this are 

manifold and the mix varies from person to person, but it behooves 

us to examine a few of the serious stumbling blocks that 1 ie in our 

way as we chink about educating for a. Jewish fnrme wirh rhe poten

tial spiricual seeker in mind. 

First are the external difficulties. Judaism is a highly verbal tradi

tion, and its language is Hebrew. Nobody says that you have to learn 

Pali or Tibetan or Japanese to be a good Buddhist. True, chose are 

the languages of scripture, commentary, and the contemporary faith-

com~ ~ \ L12 

( Bue rexes may be translated, as many have been, and a language-~ 
and-culture barrier to the native Buddhist cultw-es of Asia may in fact 

help in the Western Buddhist's somewhat naive recreation of the faith, 

rather than harm or challenge i~ ignificantly, few of the Eastern 

teachers who have come to the West in recent decades have insisted 
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char ch eir Western disciples learn the languages, ful ly absorb the prac

tices, or assimilate culturally co the world from which their teachings 

came. T hey are realistic in chis regard; recognizing the cultural dis

tance involved, they have chosen co "go native" in the West and create 

indigenous forms of Buddhist or Hindu spirituality, very much a 

mirror image of what Roman Catholicism learned to do in Mexico 

or in parts of Africa. 

For Judaism, particularly because ow- traditional mentality was 

so shaped by oppression, minority status, and the struggle for group 

survival, such transcendence of the cultw·al/ethnic context is almost 

unthinkable. To do the Jewish spiritual life seriously, you realJy 

do have to know Hebrew. Our prayer traditions are highly verbal 

and tied to the intricacies of language, so that they just don't work 

in translation. So much of our teaching, including the deepest 

insights of the mystical and H asidic sources, is caught up in plays 

and nuances of language chat translation of such sources, while it is 

to be increased and encouraged, will never quite be adequate. 

Because we are right here in the West, the seeker living cheek

by-jowl with various ongoing Jewish comm unities, it is all the more 

difficult co create a Judaism of one's own. There seems always to 

be someone down the street or in one's synagogue (sometimes even if 

you are the rabbi!) celling you chat what you have is not authentic, 

not Judaism as it once was and ever should be. The Havurah/Jewish 

Renewal movement has tried to fight chis, creating small indepen

dent communities that are neo-tradicional in fo rm but often quire 

revolutionary in hierarchy of values. Unfortunately, these, coo, have 

undergone a certain weakening as the sixties have turned into the 

eighties and nineties. Such communities conscancly need co examine 

whether they are truly agents of posit ive change and rebalanced 

Jewish intensification for their members, or whether they have not 

become convenient clubs for those who want less, rather than more, 

of one or another (including the financial!) sort of commicmenc. In 
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recenc years chose communities have suffered from the well-known 

struggles of new communities in our society over issues of leadership 

and empowerment: Does "egalicarianism" mean that those with more 

experience or greater knowledge of che tradition should nor serve 

as teachers and leaders for chose who come seeking to learn? 

Bue a new commitment to Judaism as a spiritual path involves 

deeper problems as well. I alluded earlier co the question of God and 

the use of the word "God" in a contemporary spiricualiry. Now we 

have ro examine this question more closely. Ir is clear that a person 

can have a spiricual life without believing in God. Thar is precisely 

what Buddhism provides, at least on a rarefied theoretical level; I dareC., 

~ say that is a major reason why it is attractive co so many Jews. The 

emphasis of Buddhist spiritual training is on attentiveness, on atti

tude, on an approach to reality rather than on a personal Subject who 

is the goal of one's spiritual life. By contrast, eve n the most spiritual

ized form of Judaism is focused on knowing, loving, and obeying 

God in one way or another. Is ic in any way conceivable that one seek 

to have a Jewish spiritual life without "believing in God?~ Let us not 

rush in coo quickly with our negative answers; the question is more 

complex than it appears, and a contemporary response requires a 

good deal of subdety.~ ow do we reply to the Jewish seeker who says: 

Cft' "Yes, I am a religious person. I believe in the oneness of all being. 

I feel a connection to something eternal and infinite that is present 

in my own soul and in yours. T hat's what my quest is all about. Bue I 

can't call it "God." That means chat I don't consider ic to be a willful, 

personal being. Ir is not someone I wane to worship, someone to whom 

I can address prayers. Certainly the language of the synagogue, that 

of God as King of Kings and myself as H is supplicating servant, 

is not one I like or see any reason to adopt. " 

Or to another who says: 

"I am grateful for the inordinate gifts chat nature has bestowed 

on me. I have health, sustenance, meaningful work, a loving partner, 
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friends and fami ly. Somecimes when I walk on a beach or am al one 

outdoors on a beautiful day I feel overwhelmed by gratitude and by a 

sense of inadequacy to express rhe fu llness with which ] feel blessed. 

T hat is about as close as I can come ro prayer. Bur the prayer char wells 

up in me in such moments is addressed co life itself and co no one 

in particular, surely nor to "God." And all chis has nothing co do with 

the synagogue, the cantor and choir, or uncomprehendcd H ebrew 

chants that feel like they come from another ri me and another place." 

T hese are not at all the voices of the Jewish atheist of a couple 

of generations ago, the "old left" Marxist sympathizer who believed 

char religion was che opiate of the masses and wanted no pare of God, 

synag?gue, or religious life. We are confron ted now with a 1-eligious 

agnosticism (and someti mes a-theism) on a massive scale. Does Jud

aism have che resources to respond co such a generation? Or will 

it leave these seekers to cw-n elsewhere, concentrating its efforts on 

chose who do not question or who have found a way, usually because 

of long-standing emotional commitments and the ability to reinte,pret 

texts almost automatically (rather than because of truly different beliefs), 

co stay within che fold ofJewish forms of expression? 

A Judaism for the seeker in chis generation will have to ~ xam

ine a number of the givens of our craclicion. How certain are we chat 

we need insist on the personalise metaphors, mostly chose of male 

parent and ruler, chat have constituted the heart ofJewish prayer

language for so many generations? The theology of Avinu Malkenu, 

God as Father and King, is problematic not only because of the single

genderedness of these terms. We in chis psychological age under

stand the divine parent as a projection, a cosmic superego figure chat 

we impose upon ourselves and accept because of our felt need for an 

externalized center of societal and individual self-control. But once we 

let that cat out of the bag, the control no longer works as well. Once 

I lose my naivete about God as Father, it is hard for me co use those 

words again, to ful ly ri.E,nrer the now broken myth. 
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le is true rhac becoming a father helped me bridge the gap for 

many years. T he realization char God loved me in the same way chat I 

loved my then-helpless infanc child from chc moment I saw her did 

much co sustain in me the language of Jewish fai th. Bur iris hard co 

leave faith in the hands of th e volatile parenral metaphor, one coward 

which we all have a complicated network of emotional reactions and 

which changes profoundly as we go through rhe course of our lives. 

And "King" is even harder than "Father" in a world where kings no 

longer radiate ancient glory, but are either powerless figureheads, 

dressed once a year in garb of state, or else petty despots who remind 

us mostly of the ugliness rather than the glory o f earlier rimes. 

Of course, classical Ju,daism had ocher metaphors for God. 

T he Beloved, che God of such Kabbaliscic poetry as lekha Dodi or 

Yedid Nefesh, is a tempting one co seek co restore. Bue here, too, I 

hesitate. The same question of the possi bility of religious language in 

a psychologically self-conscious age comes d irecdy co the fo re. God 

as Cosmic Lover will work in some very special moments. We will 

always find ourselves on guard, however, asking about what it means 

to long for the Lover of the Song of Songs when the "real' issues 

oflove and erotic self-fulfi ll ment are so painfully obvious to us on 

another level. The fact that we are a tradition without monasticism 

or celibacy muse also mean that we are one chat cannot be naive 

about love. We may have exhausted che resources of om old language 

for speaking both to and of God. We may need to create a new lan

guage, as che Kabbalists did in the Middle Ages. Meanwhile, perhaps 

we should say: "Unto You Silenct: is Praist:." Silt:nct: may create in us 

the condition out of which a new prayer-language might be bor~ ~ 
We will also have to ask ourselves how fully wedded we are to - ~ 

the vertical metaphor for the divine/human relationship, one rhat 

almosc completely dominates in our classical sources. By che "vertical 

metaphor" I mean the notion that God dwells "in heaven," while we 

humans are "down below" on earth. This notion is, of course, derived 
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from ancient beliefs about che gods as sky dwellers. As manue and 

sophisticated in our faith as we may chink we ar~ ic is difficult for 

us to outgrow entirely the notion of "God above," an idea that God 

"resides" in some vague place on the other side of the sky. Every 

time we read a Psalm about "God in heaven" or telJ the cale of Moses 

ascending the mountain to reach God, we reinforce the myth of verti

cality. We do so also by such abstractions as referring to someone who 

is "on a ve1y high rung" of spiritual attainment or even negatively by 

referring to someone who is not serious about religion, but merely try

ing to "gee high.",\m not one who believes chat we can or should get 

rid of all the vertical metaphors in our religious tradition. We would 

be terribly impoverished, and for no good reason. Bue ic is importanc 

co see through this language and thus to be freed of its total hold on 

us. We can do so most easily by turning co the ocher great metaphor 

of religion tradition, chat of inwardness. Rather than seeing all 

humanity climbing up the great mountain, let us imagine ourselves 

~ as journeying down into the depths, seeking to draw water from 

our innermost well. Instead of ascending rung after rryin~ rung, we 

are peeling off level after level of externals, reaching e:ve-Ycoward a 

more inward, deeper vision of the universe. Of course, this, too, is a 

L, -z.: 
[doJc ·l.lf] 

metaphor, but the presence of a second way of seeing our journey L1 z. : 

helps co release us from the singular hold of che first. -----~ 

But once we have lee ourselves question the vertical metaphor c:_y 
of our ancient cosmology, a great deal more is questioned as well. 

The God above might come down onto che mountain once, at a par-

ticular place and cime, to talk with those gathered there. Since God 

is outside the world, revelation is a unique and unusual event. Bue 

can the God wichin, che one who speaks co every human heart, have 

che same relationship of "choosing" with rhe Jewish peopJe? If God 

is none other chan che innermost heart of reality, is not all of being 

equally an emanation of che same divine Self? Is Judaism not just the 

human symbolic language into which we Jews render the universal, 
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inward God's silent, pre-verbal speech, just as others t ranslate it 

into verbal symbols of th eir own heri tage? And can the in ternal God 

be the source of authority in rhe same way as rhe Fellow on top of 

the mountai n, rhe One who could, accord ing to rhe Midrash, hold 

it over our heads, even a~we agreed to rece ive l<Hah, saying: "If nor, 

here you will be burieaj7/JMost basically, ir would seem rhac the 

God within is not other than ourselves in che ~.-lme clear way as the 

God above. The vertical metaphor allowed for distance: ''Jf you do 

not do good I will turn far away, rising to the seventh he;;en, far 

beyond your abil ity to reach Me." Bu t rhc hidden God buried deep 

within rhe selffeels more like one who ever longs to be discovered, 

and t~e process of finding God is not co be clearly distinguished 

from the deepest levels of self-discovery. What we are li kely co find 

is the truth of the mystics: The individual self a nd the cosmic 

Self are one. T he Judais m char will emerge from a turn inward will 

then be something like a version of what Aldous Huxley and others 

have called the philosophia perennis, a single truth that underlies 

all religions, though expressed and taughr in the specific symbolic , ~ 

language of the Jewish tradition. ~~ 

The theology that will speak co today's seekers will be a Jewish 

non-dualism, a spiritual vision chat seeks to transcend the most basic 

barriers between God and world, self and ocher. This is not the 

religion of God the Creator, who fashions a world outside H imself 

and sics over it in judgment. It is rather that of God the One who 

enters into the dance of multiplicity, who dons the coat of many col

ors and thus is co be found and discovered chroughouc che world, 

amid the great richness and diversity of existence. 

This is also not the religion of God the Revealer in ics classic 

form: J:he God who makes manifest His arbitrary will, backed by 
threaco f punishment and promise of reward. Rather ic is che God 

of that beautiful maiden dwelling in che castle who, according co che 

Zohar, reveals a bit of her face to the lover who passes by her gate day 
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after day. 6 ~ discover ever more of Gods self and will as we seek to live 

in God's presence. Torah is not a finite body oflaws and teaching~, 

codified in details of praxis down to the nth degree. le is rather an 

endless well of wisdom, present in the texts, commentaries, and tradi

tions of our ancestors, co be sure, but living in us only because we 

keep our hearts open by ow- own praccice. It is the presence of divine 

energy chat we find within, renewed each day, chat makes our teach

ings living Torah and not dead lette~ he first Hasidic masters knew 

this well and taught it unceasingly. That voice was moscly lost in 

lacer Hasidism's rush to preserve tradition.7 But it is ow- cask to recov

er and renew that voice. It should speak ouc from within a deep 

commitment to practice and love of tradition, warning nevertheless 

against Judaism's greatest i@er danger: the overly zealous commit

ment to detail and form. This al can sometimes result in a loss of 

broader perspective and deeper op n ss, even ~ess to God. 

This~s also not a-Jwho redeems as the traditional metaphor 

depiccs it, looking down from the heights of heaven to lift Israel from 

Egypt or co send a messiah who will save the world from humanity's 

worst violent and self-destructive w-ges. We speak rather of a God 

who dwells within the unquenchable spark of freedom chat lives with

in every human heart, the one who inspires the Moses in us to rebel 

against every Pharoah. It is the divine voice in us chat calls us to1nain

tain our undying faith in the full liberation of humanity, in both flesh 

and spirit. Ic is through our deeds chat God brings about redemption, 

being manifest within us and ri-iwnphing over our own desires to 

escape and avoid the true fulfillment of our divine/human~ 

6. Zohar 2:99a-b. Included in Daniel Matt's Zohttr: The Book of Enlighmment t 
(New York:faulist, l983t 124f. J\ 
7. A particularly imeresting and dynamic notion of O tal Torah, as a teaching fash
ioned of the deeds of the righteous in each generation, is to be found in the Sefat Ema, 
a key Hasidic work by Rabbi Judah Leib Airer of Ger (l 847-1904). My edition of chat 
work, including selected texts, translations, and come] ra ry personal responses, is 
soon to appear yfuqugh the Jewish Publication Society. 

U L1-z.: 
[iype~J 
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')1.{at I am proposing for the Jewish seeker, deriving from my 

own quest which is essentially sim ilar to his or hers, though conducted 

within the sphere o ou1 ownr{e igious language, is a Jewish mystical 

~Ir is hLtmanistic in char r believe humans are rhe essential 

/ actors 111 che historical, political, and social spheres. For better or 

for worse, it is we who are charged wich chc task of saving th is world, 

we who are also the agents of the world's destruction. ln chis drama, 

there is no deus ex machina who will protect us from ourselves. Bue it 

is ve1y much a mystical or spiritual humanism, noc secul.n in any way. 

On the contrary, I seek co expand the bounds of rhc holy, to find the 

One manifest everywhere, to understand char each of us is not just 

a separate wi ll ful being but a unique spark of chac single divine light. 

It is by finding those sparks in one another and drawing their light 

twether that we discover and arciculate the deeper truth about this 

world in which we live. That truth understands chat there is ultimately 

only one Being, present in each of us, longing to know its own source 

and draw together the uniqueness of each being and the singularity 

of the Source from which we all come and co which we all return. 

"Why do it through Judaism?" the seeker often asks. My answer 

comes not in absolutist terms; ic cannot. Judaism is a hard path, but 

one toward which we have a special obligation. We have just been 

through an age that sought to turn its back on many of the most pro

found and ancient of human teachings. Modernity "knew better" 

[Art: 'vlh, If ''ovr"~ Ekh '"J,--11duJ)'J ~ 7hc 
- Jc11uJ. 

[Li2: ~C/>\WC, 0/1(- (h)r.>cfv-- fCO( ~: 

underline . J U11dor.J 

than the wisdom of prior generations, and traditional ways of know- ~ 

ing and living were cast onto the trash heap of histo1y. The era j-t:is~ 
emerging is one chat seeks co rediscover truths long neglected; we are 

more willing now, and w ill be more still in the next century, co re-

learn chis wisdom of great antiquity and depth. This age will need the 

energies and teachings contained in all rhe great and venerable tradi

tions of humanir§\Among chese are perhaps eight or ten truly great 

religious traditions, developed over che course of human history . 

Several of chem have hundreds of millions of followers. We, dimin-

ished both by genocide and assimilation, are a small people bearing a 
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great tradition . Most of its heirs do not care about this legacy. Some 

who do love it so much and hold on so tighcly that they cannot lee it 

move forward inco the new and universal age that stands before us. 

And so I would say: If you were born a Jew, or if you are drawn co 

Judaism, perhaps it is not just by chance. Perhaps what the human 

future needs of you is your reading of, your encounter with, chis great 

portion of our shared spiritual legacy. You can raise up sparks that 

belong to your soul alone, reveal worlds that can be found by no 

other. The tradition waits for you co discover it. / l 

0 we sages say that Abmham the seeke, was like a m'fu w: d, ~ j.Jd 
ing from place to plac\ when he came upon a tqlud hribj{ bw-ning 

tower. Can it be, said the seeker, chat rhe tower has no master? Then 

che ~ er peered out and said: "I am the master of the tower." The 

_!el'~ "peered out," leaves no doubt chat it was from within the 

cower itself chat the master revealed his face co the wanderer. Abraham 

discovers chat chis world, in the very midst of its conflagrarion, con-

tains the divine presence. Is it any wonder that my teacher, the late 

Abraham Joshua Heschel, when he cold chis story in one of his books,8 

intentionally mistranslated rhe phrase to mean "a tower full of light?" 

We find God in the light, in rhe beauty oflife in this world, as wt_nd 

God in the fire, in our world's suffering and conflagration. 

Finding divinity within che world will lead us coward che under

standing chat God (YHWH in Hebrew) and being (HWYH) are One 

and the same, two perspectives on the same reality. We will ~ 

co see chat even chis most basic of all dualities, the distinction between 

God and wo or God and self is less than the whole o£rruch. Thus , f.L) 
..___r....,.h_e-:-bet_o ·war will be replaced by aleph, rhe aleph f ikna, '~I-am,.:._ -~ 

~e15eginning of the Ten f ommandmencs. This restore aleph will 

/ also turn our to be that o hiha, "I shall be," the one that returns our 

hope and renews our future. ti 
• 8. God in Stm·ch of Man (Clevdand: Meridian Books, 1959)-~ . 

I ~ 
') 
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le is.fuHh.el, as ic happens, the aleph of@,~he father of all 

Jews and all seekers. May the seekers of today be faithful children of 

chat earliest father, noc only in questing afcer truth, but also in seek- ---- ln ih is rOYJ 

in to ass their truth on to future generacion5i)s~h£f our ancient 

~: 

It1e1, _J 

/iill {be ~ no~os but infinitely enriched and renewed _y_t_h-is_g_e_n_e_ra ____ __ 

tion of seekers, as we live it, reshape it, and help it continue to grow. 6:nJ af ~ 

If ere is an single feature about Nahman's tales, and indeed 

about NaR an's life as well, chat makes chem unique in che hist ry 

ofJudaism, 1 is just this: their essential motif is one of quest .. 

Spiritual ques is not a common [theme] in che liceratw·e Judaism. 

The idea chat h God 

would have scruc osc pre-modern Jewish authors rather strange. 

God has already spo en, revealed Himself, and iss ed His command. 

Yow- cask is co do His ill, co live in the light o a revelation cha: 

has already taken place, nd at which yours I was present. The Jew, 

who has already stood at t e foot of Mou t Sinai, usually does not 

see himself as pilgrim. 

tales are exceptional. 

The one place wher 

ance in Jewish sources, owever, is a pla of particular glory, and one 

not lacking in confl · t with so much of ch eneral thrust of Jewish 

religious conscio ness. I refer to the tales an legends of Abraham 

our Father, n e less than the progenitor of ch Jewish people and the 

founder 0£ ur faith. Abraham, the paragon of p cy in the Jewish 

imagin ton since ancient t imes is epitomized prec· ely as a seeker, one 

who efi: home and undertook a life of wandering in earch for God, 

· quest of religious truth. 
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~ [ say that these sources are in conflict with much of Judaism / 

becau e Abraham did precisely what we hope om own children will 

not do. e lacked any sense of respect for his parents' faith, smashe 

their idols, home forever, and sought a path chat proclaime 

itself co be in a oluce contrast co anything chat might hav een 

called religion in t e house of Terach. What kind of n · e Jewish boy 

is chat? What kind o odels are we giving our ki 

schools, anyway? 

T he Midrash depicts AB am's jo ·ney as having gone through 

both rational and intuitive phase . orshipped sun until he saw it 

set, then moon, then more. Ra · nal braham. But his own inner self 

advised him. First one dep· ed as cumin inward. Knew all the 

mitsvot by close self-e mination; discovers rah from within. -:-his 

is Abraham the in 1cive. The one who knows c t all knowledge is 

self-knowled , who begins the search for God by t ning inward. 

with this most ancient seeker, one who has 

final achieved a degree of respectability in Jewish circles, 

ant to focus 
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Sept. 17, 1996 

Arthur Green 
324 Ward St. 
Newton Center, Mass. 02159 

Dear Art: 

I am delighted to be sending you a first copy of your beautiful essay. Please 
let me know how many you would like; we'd be happy to supply what you 
need to give to colleagues and friends. 

The essay will be sent immediately to hundreds of people: our board, invitees 
to a range of our programs, participants in our work; and alumni. But we also 
distribute to a broader range of the American Jewish community. I will be 
calling you shortly to get your feedback on those possibilities. (For example, 
we sent the Sarna essay to the AJS list, at his suggestion, with excellent 
feedback.) 

Your essay may also have unique audiences of its own. I look forward to 
speaking with you about it some time next week. 

In the meantime, g'mar tov. Warm regards to Kathy. 

Nessa Rapoport 

I also wanted to let you know, as I told Barry, that I took "Your Word Is Fire" 
to shul on Rosh Hashanah and found it almost shockingly apt. Considering 
that you conceptualized the book about 25 years ago, it speaks to the 
contemporary heart in an extraordinary way. 



Arthur Green is the Philip W. Lown Professor of Jewish Thought at Brandeis University. 

He is both a historian of Jewish religion and a theologian; his work seeks to serve as a 

bridge between these two distinct fields of endeavor. 

Educated at Brandeis and at the Je· .. /.h Theological Seminary of America, Dr. Green has 

taught Jewish mysticism, HasidismJ :d theology to several generations of students at the 

University of Pennsylvania, the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College (where he served 

as both Dean and President) and now at Brandeis University. He has also taught and 

lectured widely throughout the Jewish community of North America as well as in Israel, 

where he visits frequently. He was the founder of Havurat Shalom in Somerville, 

Massachusetts, and remains a leading independent figure in the Havurah or Jewish 

renewal movement. 

Dr. Green is the author of several books. Best-known among these are Tormented 

Master: A Life of Rabbi Nahm.an of Bratslav and Seek My Face, Speak My Name: A 

Contemporary Jewish Theology, where he turns to the mystical tradition as a key source 

for a religious language that will speak to the many spiritual seekers in our generation. 

His most recent scholarly work, entitled Keter: The Crown of God in Early Jewish 

Mysticism{s soon to be published by Princeton University Press. His translation and 

contemporary comment on Hasidic teachings will appear in Honest Talk: The Sefat Emet 

of R. Judah Leib of Ger, forthcoming from the Jewish Publication Society. 
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FROM: INTERNET:marom@vms.huji.ac.il, INTERNET:marom@vms.huji.ac.il 
TO: Nessa Rapoport, 74671 ,3370 
DATE: 9/17/96 7:32 AM 

Re: Art Green article 

Sender: marom@vms.huji.ac.il 
Received: from VMS.HUJI.AC.IL (vms.huji.ac.il [128.139.4.121) by dub-irng-5.compuserve.com 
(8.6.10/5.950515) 

id HAA10094; Tue, 17 Sep 1996 07:28:07 -0400 
From: <marom@vms.huji.ac.il> 
Message-Id: <199609171128.HAA10094@dub-img-5.compuserve.com> 
Received: by HUJIVMS (HUyMail-V7b); Tue, 17 Sep 96 13:28:18 +0200 
Received: by HUJIVMS via SMTP(128.139.9.41) (HUyMail-V7b); 

Tue, 17 Sep 96 12:58:07 +0200 
Date: Tue, 17 Sep 96 12:58 +0200 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Subject: Art Green article 
To: Nessa Rapoport <74671.3370@CompuServe.COM> 
In-Reply-To: <960916165834_74671.3370_BHW48-5@CompuServ·e.COM> 
X-Mailer: SPRY Mail Version: 04.00.06.17 

Men! They are always doing a "oneupsmanship" piece on you! That must be why, 
after you asked me for a few things, I want to ask you to please, dachoof, 
arrange for CIJE to fax me copy of Art Green article distinguishing spirituality 
from religion. I will try to get you the stuff you asked for as well, as soon 
as possible. I'll fax over the logo first, and the text on the Institute as soon 
as I get it approved. Meanwhile I'll check into the program used. As for the 
goals library, it is on hold, while we work out a few of the bigger issues about 
the goal project. Agnon need more work by me. I know that SF wants to include 
some version of it in the Educated Jew book. I'll get back to you. OM. 



FROM: Aryeh Rubin, 76162,3122 
TO: Nessa Rapoport, 74671 ,3370 
DATE: 9/24/96 8:36 AM 

Re: Restoring the Aleph 

Dear Nessa, Golden Beach, September 24, 1996 

Firstly, a belated wish for you and your family for a Happy New Year and a Gmar Chatima 
Tova. 

Secondly, my apologies for taking this much time to get back to on Green's article. We moved 
homes, etc etc, and I haven't come up for air yet. I am behind on a number of mitzva projects 
and have been discussing buying my old company back. And the Steinhardt project weighs in 
heavily as well. It felit better just telling you about all this. 

I finished the Green article during Neila in shul yesterday. I am serious. I have also been 
reading his, Tormented Master. It was he who helped me maintain my Yorn Kippur trance th~s 
year with a little help from Heschel. I found the some of the concepts within the article, as I did 
his lecture stimulating and brimming with new ideas and approaches. Admittedly, upon my 
first read , the solutions that he offered were more inflammatory in the printed version, than in 
his oral lecture. I am reminded of when Mordecai Kaplan's, Judaism as A Civilization came 
out, his son-in-law, Eizesnstein?, convinced him to delete the section suggesting that Shabbat 
be shifted to Sunday for the sake of the book being accepted. There are sections that I think 
may be too strong for the kehilla at large to accept. On the other hand, he did not include his 
vision of a Friday night Kabbalat Shabbat where 'New Age" Yiddin would sit on the floor and 
chant Lecho Dodi. 

I do believe that desperate situations require radical solutions, and we are in a desperate 
situation. But I think we need to be inclusive; eliminating the concept of schar veonesh as a 
principle in Jewish hashkofa would inflame everybody, and the good stuff would be lost in the 
controversy. (One of my bigger beefs with orthodox day schools is the shoving down the 
throats of the children of the concept of reward and punishment). When you have the time, I 
will elaborate further on the rest of the article. 

I also thought that the punch line of the title, Restoring the Aleph, P. 26, needed several reads, 
and thos,e that do not know ivre, will not get it. The only typo I found that had not been picked 
up in my version was on page 19, the hyphen in a-theism, unless this a holy way of writing it 
like G-d. Heh.heh. 

Three final points. 
1. To get this piece more widely read, I would heavily sprinkle, perhaps every page with a 
provocative call out. This would draw the reader in, because reading the entire article requires 
a commitment and this would help. And for those who don't get to finish it, at least they will 
get the call-outs. 
2. There should be a much shorter version available for amcha to read. Six pages including 
call-outs. 

[ 

3. Having said all this, I would be interested in sponsoring an edition of this to a new 
audience. Say mailing copies of this to synagogue rabbis and JCC's with a study sheet and 
discussion outline. 

{ Finally, I will be in NY the week of CIJE's board meeting. Let's discuss whether it's important 



j for me to attend. I hope we speak before Sukkot; Have a Chag Someach. 

l Warm regards, 

Aryeh 



TO: Alan, 73321 , 1220 
Karen, 104440,2474 

CC: Barry, 73321 , 1221 
Josie, 102467,616 

Re: Aryeh Rubin/Art Green 

I received a 9/24 e-mail from Aryeh Rubin, in which he offered the following: 

"I would be interested in sponsoring an edition of this essay to a new audience. Perhaps: 
Mailing copies of this to synagogue rabbis and JCCs with a study sheet and discussion 
outline." 

I believe that our selected rabbis' list and the JCC education committee, and perhaps 
educatorrs, will be among the audiences for this essay; we would be mailing to them in any 
event. I don't know about the "study sheet and outline." 

In any case, I need to respond to Aryeh, who keeps offering to spend his own money on CIJE 
matters. I am now drawing up the dissemination plan for Green, and yet it doesn't seem 
appropriate for Aryeh simply to pick up the postage bill. Could you please give me feedback 
on a suitable role for him in relation to this essay, which has has loved since he first heard it a 
year ago? (He read it in shul during Ne'ila and was also reading Art's book, "Tormented 
Master." Together, they "helped me maintain my Yorn Kippur seriousness.") 

He also asked me whether I thought it was important for him to attend the board meeting. I 
assume the answer is yes. 

Please get back to him as soon as you can, particularly since he may attend the board 
meeting. 

Nessa 
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JC 
Rabbi Neil Kunhan 

(516) 423-5355 

October 10, 1996 

The Huntington Hebrew Congregation 
of the Huntington Jewish Center 
510 Park Avenue, Huntington, New York 11743 

Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education 
15 Ea st 26th Street 
New York, New York 10010 

Gentlemen: 

Please accept many thanks for the 20 copies of Arthur Green 's 
"Restoring The Aleph." I shall be using same in the very near 
future . 

Rabbi 

"Affiliated with The United Synagogue of America" 



FROM: gIail dorph, 73321 ,1217 
TO: Alan, 73321 , 1220 

Barry, 73321 , 1221 
Karen Barth, 104440,2474 
nessa, 74671 ,3370 

DATE: 10/13/96 8:21 PM 

Re: Re: a time to meet in sea.ttle 

THOUGHT YOU WOULD ALL LllKE TO SEE THIS. BARRY, I MADE A DATE FOR DINNER 
FOR TUESDAY EVENING FOR HIM WITH YOU AND ME. GAIL 
---------- Forwarded Message----------

From: Sam Wineburg, INTERNET:wineburg@u.washington.edu 
TO: gail dorph, 73321 ,1217 
DATE: 10/13/96 5:27 PM 

RE: Re: a time to meet in seattle 

Sender: wineburg@u.washington.edu 
Received: from jason04.u.washington.edu Gason04.u.washington.edu [140.142.78.5]) by 
hil- img-4.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515) 

id RAA20229; Sun, 13 Oct 1996 17:24:35 -0400 
Received: from saul5.u.washington.edu (saul5.u.washington.edu [140.142.83.3]) by 
jason04.u.washington.edu (8.7.5+UW96.10/8.7.3+UW96.10) with ESMTP id OAA20308 for 
<73321 .1217@CompuServe.COM>; Sun, 13 Oct 1996 14:24:30 -0700 
Received: from localhost (wineburg@localhost) by saul5.u.washington.edu 
(8.7.5+UW96.10/8.7.3+UW96.10) with SMTP id OAA32297 for 
<73321.1217@CompuServe.COM>; Sun, 13 Oct 1996 14:24:32 -0700 (PDT) 
Date: Sun, 13 Oct 1996 14:24:32 -0700 (PDT) 
From: Sam Wineburg <wineburg@u.washington.edu> 
To: gail dorph <73321 .1217@CompuServe.COM> 
Subject: Re: a time to meet in seattle 
In-Reply-To: <96101321 1518_73321.1217 _FHM54-2@CompuServe.COM> 
Message-ID: <Pine.OSF.3.95.961013141841.8039C-1 OOOOO@saul5.u.washington.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 

happened to be on;line right now: yes, lori called me. thanks anyway. 
see below 

On 13 Oct 1996, gail dorph wrote: 

> hiya sam. it was great to see you in shul, I actually thought we'd have a chance 
> to shmooze afterwards and I was disappointed that we didn't. 
> 
> first of all, do you know that lori was hit by a car last week? she is OK, but 
> still brnised. even though I hate to pass on accidents, I thought maybe you'd 
> want to know. 
> 
> second, I am coming to seattle for the GA and was hoping that we could get 



> together. barry and I will both be arriving early afternoon on the 12th of 
> november and were hoping that you had some time either that afternoon or 
> evening. 

IT's a Tuesday evening. I could do it if we set it up now -- susan sees 
clients on tuesdays so i'd ask our sitter to stay (she's with kids until i 
pick shoshana up from hebrew school at 630. so I'd be free from 7ish on. 
we could have dinner downtown if you wanted. 

> 
> no burning agenda. we wanted to catch you up on what happened this summer in 
> Israel and also on our thinking about how this "professors" project could move 
> forward. we're hoping you are still interested in thinking about connecting 
> yourself to Jewish ed projects and this would be a way of keeping connected. and 
> last, but certainly not least, we want to know how your own projects are coming . 
> it's actually been a long time since we talked about your big projects and we'd 
> like to do that as well. 
> 
SOUNDS LOVELY. I AM VERY MUCH INDEBTED TO CIJE RIGHT NOW. I HAVE READ 
A,ND NOW XEROEXED THE A. GREEN PIECE. I THINK IT IS FABULOUS! RIGHT ON THE 
MARK!!!!! UNBELIABLY CLEAR AND EXQUISITELY WRITTEN (DOES IT SOUND LIKE I 
LIKE IT?) IT SAID STUFF THAT l'VE FELT BUT WOULD FIND IMPOSSIBLE TO FIND 
THE WORDS TO SAY. 

also, sues. was in town and was a poster child for your israel gig. 
sounds like it was successful, to put it mildly. 

Let me kno w and i'II save that tue. night. 

> so let me know about your time frame. barry and I could also see you in am on 
> wednesday, then he's leaving. I'll be in town until friday am. so if it does not 
> work for the three of us to meet together, then maybe you and I will still be 
> able to make a plan for sometime on thursday or early friday. let me know what 
> you think. gail 
> 
> 



FROM: Barry, 73321 , 1221 
TO: Nessa Rapoport, 74671 ,3370 
DATE: 10/13/96 9:46 PM 

Re: sam wineburg 

nes: 

I loved sam wineburg's reaction to Green in the e-mail forwarded by Gail!! 

b 
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October 27, 1997 

Richard Ostling 
Time Magazine 
Time & Life Building 
1271 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10020 

Dear Richard: 

Enclosed is Arthur Green's essay, Restoring the Aleph, which was first 
presented as a lecture at the CIJE Board Seminar. Dr. Green's essay is a 
profound response to the prevailing anxiety about the spiritual quest of fourth
generation American Jews. We publish the work in a series that offers 
powerful Jewish ideas by scholars committed to the possibilities of a 
flourishing Jewish culture in North America. 

As background for the subject of religion in American life, I have also 
included a second essay, a stimulating--and revisionist--account of the 
religious renewal by American-born Jews in the last century and its unusually 
pertinent applications one hundred years later. Jonathan Sarna, a colleague of 
Arthur Green's at Brandeis, places the Jewish revival in the context of an 
American awakening that was taking place within Christianity as well. His 
conclusions are startling in their optimism. 

Both essays continue to be influential. 

Please be sure to send me a copy of your piece; I look forward to seeing what 
you make of this very interesting moment in Jewish life! 

Nessa Rapoport 
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November 22 1 199 6 

I want to thank you and the Council for Initiatives in 
.Jewish Education for sending us 65 copies each of the two 
articles, published by CIJE: Art hur Green , "Restoring the Aleph" 
and Jonathan Sarna, " The Great Awakening." These articles will 
be assigned readings in the classes our faculty f rom the 
Hornstein Program and Department of Near Eastern and Judaic 
Studie s are teaching to the full professional staff of the B' nai 
B'rith Youth Organization. This in- service edu cational program, 
identified as BBYOU (University) is now in its third year . 

On behalf of our Brandeis faculty and all the professional 
sta ff o f BBYO , we thank you for making these valuable articles 
avai lable to us . 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Bernard Reisman 
Klutznick Professor of 
Contemporary Jewish Studies 

cc: Professor Joseph Reimer, Direc tor, Hornstei n Program 
Sam Fisher, Direc tor, BBYO 

nb 

Steve Alexander, Coordinator, BBYOU 
Laurie Mindlin 
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Rapoport, Nessa 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi 

Barry Holtz [bholtz@nyc.rr.com] 
Tuesday, November 25, 2003 11 :42 AM 
Rapoport, Nessa 
more on long time shelf life of old projects 

On a completely different matter : did you see the lovely brochure that the 
Spirituality Institute has done on the educators ' retreats? (With Shelly 
Dorph and Larry Fine among the faculty) It opens with a quote from 
Green--from the Aleph CIJE essay! 

b 

1 



"S piritua\ity i1 a v:iew of religion that sees its p,i·mary task as 

cultivating and nourishing the human soul 01 spirit. fach person, according to this view, has an inner liFe th.at he or she may choose to 

develop; thi.s 'inwardness' goes deeper than the usual object of psychological invest igation and cannot fairly be explained in f reudian or 

other psychological terms. Ultimately, it is 'transpmonal,' reaching beyond the individual and linhing him/her to all o ther selves and to 

the single Spirit or Self of th~ universe.we call GoJ. God is· experientially accessible t~rough th11 cu ltivation of this inner life." 

-Arthur Grun, Restorin9 the Aleph: }w/aism (o, the Contemporary Seeker 

CONTEMPORARY A~1.ER1CAN JEWS, in.gro-...ving 

numbers, have expressed a yearning to cultivate 

the inner life as an essential component of their 

Judaism. Jewish educators are called upon to 

provide learning and guidance in this area. Edu
cators understand the need to connect the be.id 

and the heart to inspire Jew;sh engagement, to 

move students from J~wish knowledge to Jewish 
living, and to help seekers find their own connection to the Divine. 

To do so, they n eed a deeper personal knowledge of the practices and 

texts of the Jewish spiritual tradition. 

. The Spirituality Institute, a study and retreat program for Jewish 

leaders, offers a unique learning experience to help Jev.>ish educators 

deepen their own spiritual lives, and to betterte.icb, lead and accom

pany Jewish t.eens seeking spiritual growth and insight. The program 
is based on three premises: that spiritual growth is a life-long process 

which requires commitment, practice and guidance; that educators 

best serve Qlld inspire their communities when they cultivate and 
· refine their own inner lives, because they can then more deeply 
model and express such qualities as kindness, compassion., .hwnility 

and love for God; and that Jewish educators concerned wi.th the life 

of the spirit need one another for companionship, study and growth. 
' 

]oin Us! T he Spirituality Institute 

embodies the spirit of neo

Hasidism which began to grow in Europe at the 
tum cf the twentieth century, and which now 
has substantial roots in America. In our study we 

explore, renew and apply the riches of Jewish 

spiritual traditions, especially emphasizing the 
teachi~ of mysticism, Has.i.dism and meditation. 

Our aim is to encourage a new creativity in practice and in language_ 
that is at the same time rooted in .the tradition. 

Seventy rabbis and twenty-eight cantors from across the 

country and across the denominational spectrwn bave completed or 

are in the midst of a similar two-year learning program, and are 

looking forward r.o staying connected to each other in future years 
as they wor1c to nourish their own and their constituents' inner lives. 

The Spirituality Institute now seeks the involvement of Jewish edu
catoi:s, to expand the circle ofleaders who are e~ged in this process 

ofreviving, deepening and ttansformingJewisb spiritual life. We pas
r.ionately believe that when Jewish educators study this stream of 

Jewish texts and praccic~ not only will they develop personally, b\lt \ 
through shared leadership and practice they vi,'lll also transform the 

texture of American Jewish rdigious life. 
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Rapoport, Nessa 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Nessa , 

rachel. cowan@nathancummings.org 
Monday, December 01 , 2003 2:01 PM 
Rapoport, Nessa 
Restoring the Aleph 

I wanted to tell you that I have shared Art Green ' s Restoring the Aleph 
with countless numbers of people : in classes I have taught at Ansche Chesed 
and B ' nai Jeshurun, in meetings with my Board when I needed to expl ain to 
them the importance of funding work that cultivates the inner life of Jews ; 
in a leadership class on Jewish spirituality I will be teaching at the JCC 
in Manhattan . It is so cogent , so accessible and so relevant to many Jews 
today . He defines the term and the issues so carefully that even those 
with no interest i n spirituality understand what he is talking about , and 
those of us who care deeply can rely on him to articulate our needs and 
understandings . 

please, please come to the party on Dec 4 - from 6 : 30 on at 475 Tenth 
Avenue @36th St on the 14th floor 

1 



Rapoport,Nessa 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Nessa! 

Nancy Flam [rebflam@yahoo.com] 
Monday, December 01 , 2003 3:16 PM 
Rapoport, Nessa 
Hi! 

I hope that you are well . 

Rachel asked me to let you know about our use of the " Restoring 
the Aleph" piece . We have used that excerpt in the marketing 
materials for all our programs for professionals (rabbis , 
cantors and educators) . In addition, it is one of the first 
things we have EVERYONE read, in ANY of our programs (including 
our various year- l ong programs for lay people) . It is an 
excellent piece , an excellent introduction to "the Jewish 
seeker " about "seeking Jewishly," and I could not be happier 
that you helped Art by editing it so magnificently . So I thank 
you over and again for your part in it . " Restoring the Aleph" 
has had last i ng value over these past years in our intensive 
education of about a hundred rabbis and cantors from all over 
the country who are trying to develop their own spirituality so 
that they may become better, wiser and more authentic spiritual 
guides for others . 

Love , 
Nancy 

Do you Yahoo !? 
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